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SUMMARY
This thesis is divided into two parts. In 
Part 1, an account is given of some measurements of the 
frequency and transient response of the elements of a 
132 kV. power system, and a 440 V., 625 fc.V.A. generator, 
with particular reference to their behaviour under 
recovery voltage and impulse conditions. In each case 
comparisons are made between the measured data and that 
calculated from the physical dimensions. These comparisons 
show that the equivalent circuits, used in recovery 
voltage analysis, are not valid when current chopping 
and impulse conditions are considered. It appears 
necessary then to include the distributed nature of the 
parameters in the evaluation of the response.
The difficulties in the selection of system 
parameters, and the uncertainty concerning the nature 
of the wave propagation led to the theoretical investigation 
described in Part 2. In this, the effects of dispersion 
of the magnetic field at low frequencies, and the necessity 
of including the finite velocity of propagation at high 
frequencies, are examined for a cable with individual
sheaths, a generator, and a transformer. The present 
theories are discussed, and, in each case, ideal structure 
representing the particular element are analysed as 
rigorously as possible, and the results compared with the 
experimental data. The propagation of waves along the 
cable is examined almost completely, and the results 
obtained compare favourably with the experimental data.
The generator is studied by separating the various 
structural influences on the propagation and studying each 
in turn. A similar procedure is used when dealing with 
the transformer* first the effects of the laminated core 
on the low frequency behaviour are determined, and then 
the high frequency behaviour is examined, considering the 
periodic nature of the coil and the effect of the source. 
The use of a sheath representing the coil is justified, 
and it is suggested that further analysis using this model 
would yield valuable results.
In an appendix a description is given of 
Bergeron1 s graphical solution of one dimensional wave 
problems. It is indicated how this method may be 
extended to the solution of the three dimensional problem 
of a transient in a waveguide.
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INTRODUCTION
The problems associated with the transient 
behaviour of power systems are mainly of two types, 
although in both the same physical phenomena of wave 
propagation occur* The Insulation problem has given 
rise to investigations of the voltage distribution along 
the system on the impact of steep fronted waves due to 
lightning, whereas the determination of recovery voltage 
for circuit-breaker design has led to investigations of 
possible equivalent circuits for the system.
The difference of approach in these separate 
problems is due to the approximations which are made 
possible by the different types of surges. In recovery 
voltage analysis, if no current chopping takes place, the 
surge has a relatively slow rising front, and it is 
therefore often possible to neglect the finite velocity 
of wave propagation, aid to replace the network by a 
circuit of lumped parameters. On the other hand, when 
chopping takes place, or when a lightning surge is applied, 
the physical size of the system may have to be considered.
This thesis Is concerned with a general investi­
gation of the behaviour of the elements of a system under
2the transient conditions described above, the object being 
to gain a better understanding of the nature of wave 
propagation in these elements, and to examine the validity 
of the equivalent circuit approach.
It is divided into two parts. Part I is 
concerned with the measurement of i the transient and 
frequency response of the various elements of a power 
system, in this casej-
a 132 kV.3-phase underground cable, 
a 60 M.V.A. 132 kV transformer, 
a double circuit 132 kV.overhead line, and 
a 440 volt 625 kVA.generator.
The measuring techniques used were, in general, 
of a standard type, a recovery voltage indicator (R.V.I.) 
with chopping facilities and a recurrent surge oscillo­
graph (R.S.O.) being used in the transient response 
measurements, and simple bridge networks in the frequency 
response measurements. Short descriptions of the R.V.I. 
and R.S.O. are given in Appendices 1 and 2 respectively.
This experimental work formed the basis for 
Part 2 of the thesis which is a theoretical examination 
of the behaviour of each component of the system. It was 
found that the present theories did not account sufficiently
3well for the experimental results, and in each case the 
relevant theories are examined and more .-rigorous analyses 
attempted. In its present form the work, particularly 
on the generator and transformer, is by no means complete. 
However, some of the results obtained do indicate that 
the method, which is to examine rigorously the behaviour 
of simplified representationsof the elements, may help 
towards a solution of these complex problems.
4A SHORT HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The first signs of interest in recovery voltage 
appeared in the 1920’s in the form of short additional 
notes in other papers* Experience was showing then that 
duplicate breakers, when installed in different circuits, 
were giving a wide variation of performance, and to account 
for this Hilliard-*- seems to have been the first to suggest 
that the cause might be the high frequency oscillation.
J. Siepian^ in 1928 was the first to present a complete 
paper on the problem, analysing the connection between 
the transient recovery voltage and the dielectric recovery.
In the years following 1930 a large number of 
papers appeared, one of the most notable in this period 
being presented by Park and Ske.ats^ in 1931. This deals 
mainly with the fundamental frequency component, and 
gives a mathematical analysis to include different types 
of fault and apparatus. A good review of the work up 
to 1932 is given by Kopeleowitsch and Brown^.
The investigators, so far, had considered the 
whole problem, including the nature of arc extinction 
and the effects of the network. The logical development 
was the separation of the uncertain physical aspects of
5arc extinction and the determinable effects of the system. 
Boehne in 19 35 was the first to accomplish this when he 
introduced a factor ’recovery impedance’. Although this 
network parameter has, in general, no simple physical 
meaning in terms of the network constants, it is a 
convenient method of stating the ’severity’ of the circuit. 
Its use is, of course, limited to surges with slow linear 
fronts. The division is also made clear in a paper by 
Cassie^ in 1935, when he introduces the concept of the 
!a* or perfect switch, thus ignoring the uncertain effects 
of the arc behaviour. These two pa.pers therefore 
represented a real advance in the approach to the problem.
Although, even now, the physical aspects of 
arc extinction are still largely uncertain, the problems 
associated with the response of the circuit have been 
more satisfactorily solved. The difficulties associated 
with the latter are mainly in the complexities of the 
circuits and the choice of parameters. Various methods 
of solution have been suggested. Evans and Witzke , 
for example, in a paper in 1943, showed how transients 
of complicated networks can be most conveniently determined
Q
by the miniature•system introduced by Evans and Monteith0 
in 1937, using the classical method with the aid of 
differential equations. Mortlock® in 1946, proposed a
6scheme for the reduction of complicated networks, and also 
showed the evaluation of standard circuits. k very 
comprehensive work on transient recovery voltage, with 
particular reference to Swedish power systems, was written 
by Hammarlund^. In it the transient oscillations of 
different network elements and apparatus are treated 
analytically, practical methods for calculation are given, 
and values for the capacitances and inductances of network 
components are compiled. He also analyses the most 
important inadequacies previously mentioned in other papers.
On the other hand, the destructive effects of 
lightning surges resulted in a development of interest in- 
surge propagation. This was, at first, mainly centred 
round the behaviour of transformer windings, because they 
were the most readily damaged elements of the system.
The first papers were published at the beginning of the 
century by Wagner^ in Germany and Blume and Boyajian^® 
in America, and these two papers have formed the basis of 
all that has followed.
The development of cathode ray tube techniques 
stimulated the interest in these surge phenomena, and the 
investigations broadened to consider the behaviour of the 
other elements of the system. The transmission line 
problem has been tackled by many investigators , the most
7comprehensive treatment being given in Surge Phenomena^ 
and in a paper by P e l i s s e r ^ S .  It should be noted that 
most of the theoretical analysis in this field is based 
on the work of Carson3 .^
The propagation of surges along power cables 
has been considered, with reference to recovery voltage 
by Gosland^*^, and, of course, this fundamental problem 
has been tackled rigorously by many investigators, mainly, 
however, with high frequency transmission systems in mind.
The analysis of the transient behaviour of the 
generator has lagged behind that of the other elements.
This is mainly because the problem is difficult, and also 
because its situation in the system generally ensures 
that surges arriving at its terminals will not be dangerous. 
Recently, however, Robinson^®*®® has published two 
interesting papers on the problem. These are based to 
a large extent, on the original conception of the problem 
by Priedlander^, who considered the winding in a similar 
way to a transformer coil,
A more detailed description of many of these 
papers is given later in the relevant chapters.
CHAPTER 1
THREE PHASE 152 kV. S.L. CABLE
1.1 Introduction
An examination of the performance of two types 
of power cable, with reference to recovery voltage, has 
already been carried out. Gosland and Whitney-^ have 
considered a 3-core belted-type cable, and Gosland^ a 
3 single core paper insulated double lead sheathed cable 
laid in trefoil. In both cases, the cable resistance 
is shown to cause a variation of the surge impedance 
calculated in the usual way from J  £
In this chapter, an account is given of measure 
rnents made on a 3-phase S.L. cable with the R.S.O. and 
R.V.I. to determine its surge impedance and propagation 
time. Comparisons are then made of these measured 
parameters, and those calculated from the cable dimension 
The graphical method of B e r g e r o n n ^ 3  used to show the 
effect of a lumped end capacitance on the wavefront of 
the recovery voltage transient. A description of this 
method is given in Appendix 3.
The cable consists of 4452 yards of 132 kV. 
pipe line compression cable, with 17.5 yards of single
9core cables at each end from the trifurcating joints to 
the sealing bells. It has oval conductors and individual 
sheaths, which are bound with non-ferrous tapes, and bonded
together and to earth at intervals of 300 yards.
The instruments were placed in a switch house 
about 30 yards from the sealing bells, to which the 
connections were made with coaxial cables in order to 
reduce the high frequency pick-up. Tests were made to 
represent the conditions encountered by a switch opening 
on the following short circuits at the end of the line.
(1) Phase to earth
(2) Phase to phase
(3) Phase to phase to earth
(4) Three phase fault
(5) Three phase to earth fault.
1.2 Measuring techniques
(1) R.V.I.
The surge impedance and propagation time can be 
found, using the R.V.I., by oscillographic measurement of 
the voltage response to the half sine current wave. For 
zero chop, the surge impedance is derived from the 
approximate equation
A
e = 2ftf. X. i ZQt ............. (1)
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where e = wavefront of voltage response
X = maximum value of half sine wave of current 
f = frequency of current wave (50 c/s)
ZQ = surge impedance.
This formula is valid only when the propagation 
time of the cable is small enough to be able to approximate 
the sine wave, near the current zero, to a linear front 
(i.e. less than approximately 1 m.s.).
For a chopped current wave the surge impedance 
is found from the equation
where i = the value of current at the chop c
A
e = the voltage peak
This formula is also dependent on the assumption that the 
propagation time is small.
In both cases, the propagation time can be 
obtained from a measurement of the distance between the 
voltage peaks of the oscillation as shown in Fig. 1.
(2) R.S.O.
By applying an impulse generated by the R.S.O. 
to the cable, and recording this wave and its reflection 
from an impedance connected at the far end, the surge
11
impedance and propagation time can be determined. According 
to the well known law, the reflected wave from a line 
termination is given by
Z. «
r Z e (3)
where Z = load impedance 
R
e * reflected wave 
K
e R  ~ aPP-^e(^  w9-ve
The surge impedance is found by adjusting Z till there
R
is no reflected wave, when from equation (3) Z = Z .
R C
The time for the wave to propagate along the 
line and back corresponds to the distance on the trace 
between the generated and reflected waves as shown in 
Pig. 2.
(3) The cable inductances and capacitances were 
measured using a 1,000 c/s impedance bridge.
(4) Cable waves
An attempt was made to obtain cable waves by 
applying a d.c. source (in this case an H.V. dry battery) 
to the open-circuited cable. Because of the difficulties 
of triggering the oscilloscope and of the beam brightness
12
for a single stroke, this was not successful. However, 
cable waves were obtained using the R.V.I. to inject a 
chopped wave (Pig. 1).
1*3 Calculations of cable parameters
The calculations were made with the following 
assumptions•
(1) That the cores and sheaths were circular. The radius 
taken was the mean of the minimum and maximum radii of the 
oval conductors.
(2) In calculating the core to sheath values of inductance, 
it was assumed that the sheath currents flowed along the 
inside surface.
(3) For the core to core inductance values the presence of 
the sheaths was ignored.
(4) Because of the bonding it was assumed that no electro­
static field could exist between the sheaths, and so the 
capacitance between cores was calculated from the 
appropriate connection of core to sheath capacitances.
(5) Proximity and skin effects were ignored, and the 
well known formulae for inductance and capacitance of 
co-axial cables used.
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1.4 Results
TABLE I.
Cable surge Impedance (ohms)
Connection
Z
from
R.V.I.
records
Z
from
R.S.O.
records
<a) z = /I Mean of (1) and 
(2)
(i) (2)
Phase to Phase3 71.6 
1
60 78.4 58.2 69 .4
Phase to Phase 
to e arth
r
? 36.1 31 .5 39 * 2 29 .1 34.7
Phase to eart>l 36.1 31.5 39 .2 39.1 34.7
Three Phase 51.2 46.5 58.8 43.6 51.2
Three Phase 
to earth 18.4 19.6 19.6 14.6 17.1
(a) Calculated from J-, using the power frequency constant
(1) taking the inductance as the star reactance x i
oo
(2) taking it as the core to sheath inductance and 
neglecting losses.
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TABLE II.
Time for wave to travel along cable (milliseconds)
(a) Obtained from R.V.I. records with
(1) zero chop 0.031
(2) chop 0.028
(b) Obtained from R.S.O. records 0.0275
(c) Calculated from JhC, using power frequency constants
(1) taking the inductance as star reactance x — 0.0404
(2) taking the core to sheath inductance 0.0302
TABLE III.
Inductance values ( *\H.)
Connections
Calculated
from
dimensions
Measured
at
1000 c/s
Given 
in 
Spec •
Core and sheath 0.875 0.876 -
Core and core 2.0 1.94 -
Three cores and 
she ath 0.293 0.23 -
Star inductance 
at 50 c /s 1.53 - 1.59
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TABLE IV.
Capacitance values jpF.)
Connection
Calculated 
from 
dimensi ons
Measured
at
1000 c/s
Given 
in 
Spec .
Core to sheath 1.07 1.03 1.035
Three core to 
she ath 3.21 3.07 -
TABLE V.
Resistance values for a cable length* (ohms).
Connection
Calculated 
d.c •
resi stance
Given 
in 
Spec .
Single core 0.39 0.368
Single sheath 4.14 -
16
1•5 Discussion of Results
It will be seen from Table I that there is
agreement between the surge impedance values calculated
using core to sheath inductances, and those measured using
the R.S.O. impulse and the R.V.I. chopped wave. There
e
is also agreement between the values derivd using the
A
R.V.I. wave with no chop, and those calculated as the 
mean of two values, using as inductance the core to sheath 
and core to core values. Similar conditions appear to 
exist in the values of propagation time given in Table II.
11These relationships were recorded by Gosiand 
for the three single core cables which, of course, should 
follow since the only significant difference between the 
two types is that the spacing between the sheaths of the
S.L. cable is smaller. Gosland showed how the relation­
ships were due to induced currents in the sheath circuits, 
and, ignoring the skin and proximity effects, he indicated 
how the transient voltage wavefront may be derived. In 
Appendix 4 an extension to Gosland1s analysis is made to 
facilitate the calculation of the surge impedance. Then 
in Chapter 6 a more rigorous investigation of the electro­
magnetic behaviour of the cable is carried, out taking 
account of the skin and proximity effects. Prom this it 
appears that, at low frequencies, the magnetic fields of 
the currents in the cores penetrate the sheaths producing
17
a coupling effect, and as the frequency increases these 
fields become confined to the area between the core and 
the sheath. It follows that the inductance and surge 
impedance will vary, their values decreasing as the 
frequency increases to limits determined by the core to 
sheath inductances. The fast waveforms of the impulse 
and the chopped current wave should therefore encounter 
a lower surge impedance than the 50 c/s half sine wave 
injected by the R.V.I., which is in agreement with the 
results obtained.
It is noticed that the peaks and start of the 
transients for :aer?ochop Pig. (la), and the front of the 
transient for a chopped current wave (Pig. lb), are 
curved. Gosland explained the former as being caused 
by waves of different velocities returning to the sending 
end at different instants. This is certainly true, but 
does not explain the curvature at the beginning, which 
appears to be caused by a lumped capacitance connected 
at the near end of the line. Pigs. 8f and 8?. show 
the response derived from surge diagrams of the line 
with a capacitance of 0.05 yF connected the input, and 
these agree well with the actual measured voltages.
This capacitance represents approximately the total 
capacitance from the trifurcating joint to the instrument
18
plus the output capacitance of the instrument itself.
Pig. 2 shows examples of the records made using 
the R.S.O. in the measurement of the surge impedance.
A variable resistance R was used as the line termination. 
Because of the losses in the cable the surge impedance 
for an impulse varies with time, so that a proper 
termination is not possible. The value of R taken as 
the surge impedance was that which gave the minimum 
reflection.
1.6 Conclusions
a similar way to the cable he examined. The effect of 
difference in sheath spacing is made clear in a comparison 
of the empirical formula for the effective surge impedance 
determining the recovery voltage wave-front.
where L and C are power frequency constants, L being the 
star inductance. It should be noted that these empirical 
relationships are dependent to some extent on the length 
of the cable under test, and therefore should not be
As Gosland suggested, this cable behaves in
For the S.L. cable
For the 3-single core cable
19
considered as general formulae.
For chopping and impulse conditions the 
inductance and surge impedances are given by the core 
to sheath values.
20
CHAPTER 2.
60M.V.A., 132 kV. TRANSFORMER,
2*1 Introduction
The experimental data on the transient 
behaviour of transformers is very e x t e n s i v e 33 
has been provided, in the first place, to support the 
theories of wave propagation along windings and to assist 
in the design of windings to limit inter-turn voltages, 
and also for the determination of equivalent circuits in 
recovery voltage problems.'1'0 In the former it is mainly 
oscillographic records of voltage at different points 
along a winding subject to a steep fronted surge, whereas 
in the latter it is records of the voltage response of 
the winding to half sine waves of current, and measured 
values of winding parameters.
This chapter is concerned only with the terminal 
behaviour of a 60 k.V.A., 132 kV•, star-delta transformer 
with earthed neutral, since access to the winding itself
13was not possible. Measurements, using standard techniques , 
were made of its transient and frequencyresponse with a 
view to gaining a better understanding of the nature of
21
wave propagation along transformer coils. The equivalent 
circuit for recovery voltage was examined under chopping 
conditions.
2.2 Measuring techniques
(1) 3elf-c apacitance
Measurements were made of the transformer 
self-capacitance using (a) R.V.I., (b) Signal Generator.
(a) This consists essentially of injecting a 
current surge into the winding with a capacitance connected 
across it, and recording the resultant transient voltage.
(b) By adjusting the frequency of a signal 
generator connected with an oscilloscope to the same 
network as above, the resonant frequency could be found.
With an additional capacitance comparable in 
size with the self-c apacitance of the winding, the 
self-capacitance is obtained from the equation
C + C. / f„\2
-2-----i = [ -§ 1   (1)
c0 + C2 V * 1 1
where C is the self-c apacitance, Cn and C0 are the 
o j-
additional capacitances, and f and f the corresponding
J.
resonant frequencies. It is assumed that the transformer 
inductance has varied negligibly between the frequencies
22
f ^ smd f .
(2) Transformer Inductance
The variation of the transformer inductance 
with frequency was obtained in a similar way. Larger 
values of capacitance were added so that the resonant 
frequency was altered considerably. The inductance is 
derived simply from the equation
i
f = Sk JW   (2)
where C is the sum of the self and additional capacitances, 
and f is measured as before.
When considering an unearthed fault, measurements 
are made with the instrument isolated from earth. For 
this case it was found necessary to take account of the 
capacitance of the instrument to earth, since it produces a. 
reduction in the measured value of the resonant frequency. 
This effect is examined in Appendix 5.
(3) Transformer Admittance
The modulus of the admittance of the transformer 
for different additional capacitances was derived from 
measurement of voltage and current using a valve voltmeter. 
The source was a signal generator with a frequency range
23
of 20 c/s to 50 kc/s.
(4) Measurements were made of winding capacitances 
and inductances using a 1000 c/s impedance bridge.
(5) R.V.l.
k value for the transformer inductance was 
obtained from a measurement of the voltage response to 
the half-sine wave of current generated by the R.V.l. 
The magnitude of the voltage transient is given by
e = i 2xf.L ................   (3)
where f is the frequency of the current wave (50 c/s), 
and L is the inductance.
The maximum value of the voltage response to 
the chopped current wave is given by
where I is the current value at the chop, and C the
self-capacitance of the transformer. Therefore, from
a measurement of e and i the surge impedance of thec
transformer Z can be obtained, or alternatively by 
c
inserting the value for the self-c apacitance already 
measured, the inductance.
The natural frequency of the winding can be
24
measured directly from oscillograms. Examples of 
oscillograms are shown in Pig. 3.
(6) R.S.O.
The transformer surge impedance can also be 
derived from measurements of the current response to the 
voltage impulse generated by the R.S.O. In this case 
the current oscillates and the impedance is determined 
by measuring the voltage and current before the current 
has reached the maximum value, i.e. before a reflection 
from the other end of the transformer has returned, as 
shown in Pig. 4.
2.3 Results
(1) Self-capacitance
Winding connected to represent the conditions 
of the first phase to clear a three-phase fault at the 
secondary terminals
Table shown overleaf
25
Capacitance
added
pF
Resonant Frequency Kc/s
fir'
Self-c apaci 
ur in
tance pF
a
SIg. Gen. R . V . 1 • Sig. Gen. R.V.l.
0 7.05 6.5 0.0031 0.00338
0.00169 5.67 5.3 0.0032 0.00335
0.00448 4.55 4.26 0.0033 0.0034
(2) Ground capacitance of primary winding with 
secondary windings earthed. 0.0l68pP.
(3) The variation of transformer inductance is shown 
in Pig. 5. In this graph all the values for the primary 
and secondary windings are included, expressed as a fraction 
of the inductance values at 1000 c/s, which were measured 
using the impedance bridge.
(4) Admittance-frequency curves are plotted In Pig. 6 
for the transformer connected to represent the first phase 
to clear a three-phase fault at the secondary terminals. 
This also shows the effect of additional capacitance.
(5) A comparison of the transformer surge impedance
26
(a) obtained from Jj; using as inductance the value', 
measured at 1000 c/s, and the self-c apacitance. 6840 ohms
(b) obtained from the response of the winding to
a half sine wave, and using the self-c apacitance. 6560 ohms
(c) derived from the response of the winding to
a chopped current wave. 5040 ohms
(d) derived from response to the R.S.O. impulse. 3000 ohms
2.4 Discussion of results
Prom Table (1) it is observed how the different
instrument capacities affect the resonant frequencies: the
R.V.l. having the larger capacity to earth gives a lower 
value for the frequency. Prom the agreement between the 
two sets of results, it would appear that the approximate 
analysis given in Appendix 5 is adequate.
Pig. 5 shows clearly the frequency dependence 
of transformer inductance. This phenomenon is known to 
be due to eddy currents in the transformer. The only 
published attempt at a theoretical explanation is by Gosi and 
and D u n n e w h o  show that the main factor producing this
variation is the displacement of the flux from the copper
winding, and they consider that the variation of core flux 
will have a negligible effect. In Chapter 8 the author 
tries to show that Gosland?s conclusions are not completely
27
justified, and develops a theory taking into account the 
finite thickness of the lamination. Because no data was 
available of the construction of the transformer core, the 
results of this analysis could not be compared in detail 
with experimental r esuits.
It is interesting to note that the response of the 
winding to half sine waves of current, shown in Pig. 3a, 
is a single frequency oscillation, whereas the measured 
frequency response, Pig. 6, indicates the presence of other 
natural frequencies at 9.5, 32 and 39 kc/s* Por such an 
input the components of these higher frequencies must be 
of too small an amplitude to be observed. When the input 
is a chopped wave, however, the response, Pig. 36, does 
appear to indicate the presence of other frequency components, 
although their amplitude must still be small.
In Pig. 6 the effect of additional capacitance 
on the winding admittance is also indicated. It appears 
that this capacitance only affects the first natural 
frequency, from which it may be concluded that the other 
frequencies are due largely to the presence of other 
windings. A further interesting factor is that, at these 
low frequencies, the winding does not exhibit any line 
characteristics, for resonant frequencies do not appear at 
multiples of the fundamental natural frequency; unless
28
perhaps the second resonant frequency is a harmonic, and 
the others beyond it have been damped out.
The values of the surge impedance shown in 
Table (5) are widely different. It should be said here 
that the parameter of surge impedance for a transformer 
does not have the same physical significance it has for 
a transmission line. This is because of the nature of 
the coupling between turns and the periodic nature of the 
coil, which introduces several arbitrary factors. This
will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 9. However
for the purpose here, which is of a qualitative nature, it 
is a convenient concept. The main aspect of that table 
is that the steep fronted waves of the impulse and the 
chopped current surge encounter a much lower impedance 
than the slower waves of the 50 c/s current surge and 
that derived using the 1000 c/s inductance value. This 
appears to indicate a considerable decrease of the transformer 
inductance at frequencies much higher than 50 Kc/s•, which 
is confirmed by the theoretical analysis.
2.5 Conclusions
The various measuring techniques seem adequate 
for the determination of an equivalent circuit in recovery 
voltage problems, when chopping conditions are not considered.
29
Such an equivalent circuit is not valid under chopping or 
impulse conditions and a more detailed examination of the 
nature of wave propagation in windings appears necessary.
The admittance measurements lead to some 
interesting conclusions regarding the effects of the other 
windings and the behaviour of the winding at the low 
frequenciesand a measurement of the phase as well as 
the amplitude of this admittance over a wide frequency 
range would be very valuable*
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CHAPTER 5.
RECOVERY VOLTAGES OF A 132 kV. POWER SYSTEM
3.1 Introduction
After measurements had been made on the cable 
and transformer separately, the author was afforded the 
opportunity of taking records with the R.V.l. at the 
circuit-breaker terminals of the power system containing 
the elements already examined, A comparison could 
therefore be made between measured recovery voltages, 
and those determined analytically using the parameters 
already determined.
The system consists of a 132 kV• three-phase 
cable from the circuit-breaker at Braehead Power Station 
to a transformer at Govan Sub-Station, and then to an 
identical one at Haggfs Road.
The tests were made In three groups. The first 
was for faults on the secondary of the Govan transformer, 
with the Govan to Hagg's Road cable disconnected, while 
the second was for faults on the Hagg*s Road transformer, 
with the Govan transformer disconnected. In the third 
group simultaneous faults were fixed on both transformer
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secondaries. Although this is a rather hypothetical 
case, it did provide a more complicated circuit.
In each case, connections were made to represent 
the switching operations for the faultsS-
(1) Phase to earth
(2) Phase to phase
(3) Three phase
(4) Three phase to earth
Recovery voltage transients were recorded for 
each of these faults. Because of the low natural 
frequencies of the system the duration of the transients 
was longer than the time between each current surge 
(l/lOOth sec.) This resulted in an overlapping of the 
transient oscillation's,making their interpretation rather 
difficult. The method used to overcome this difficulty 
is described in Appendix 1. Examples of the oscillograms 
are shown in Pig. 7.
3.2 Results 
Table 1
A comparison of the natural frequencies, and of 
the magnitude of the first peak of the recovery voltage 
transients
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(a) obtained from R.V.l. records,
(b) calculated from system parameters 
on the system.
1. B. G.
Fault
Natural 
Frequency c/s Degrees
of
Chop
Amplitude 
of first 
peak, volts
Meas­
ured
Calcu­
lated
Me as- 
ured
C alcu- 
lated
Phase to earth 426 412 0 1.76 1.75
Phase to phase 434 457 0 3.61 3.5
Three phase 366 387 0 2.83 2.68
Three phase to 
earth 387 412 0 1.76 1.75
Phase to earth 426 412 52 2.6 2.49
Three phase to 
earth 387 412 57 2.68 2.78
2. On the system
n______________________ jG_______________________ H
VvOvNV
VvWWFaults ^
Fault
Natural 
Frequency c/s
Degrees
of
Chop
Amplitude 
of first 
peak, volts
Meas­
ured
Calcu­
lated
Me a s— 
ured
Calcu­
lated
Phase to earth 270 280 . 0 0.89 0.97
Phase to phase 284 310 0 2.0 1.94
Phase to phase 
to earth 303 294 0 0.90 1.0
Three phase 280 289 0 :'1.54 1.52
3. On the system
Q_____________________G________________ H
WvWV\ WvVW
vwvw Similtaneous www\ 
faults
Phase to earth 407
399
403 0 0.77 0.73
Three phase 401 0 1.39 1.27
.2.22Phase to earth 407 403 34 2.27
Phase to phase 432 451 34
o r'. 2.22
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3.3 Calculati on
In the calculation of the recovery voltage for 
zero chop, it was assumed that the cable and transformer 
were represented by lumped capacitance and inductance 
respectively. For chopping conditions, however, it was 
found necessary to take account of the propagation time 
along the cable. To include this factor analytically is 
obviously a tedious process, and so Bergeron!s graphical 
method was used. A comparison of the derived and 
measured recovery voltage for the case of simultaneous 
faults on both transformers is shown in Fig. 83.
The parameters of the cable and transformer used 
in the calculation of the zero chop transients were those 
measured at 1000 c/s. In the construction of the 
Bergeron diagram illustrating the response to a chopped 
current wave, the high frequency values were used. For 
the cable these were the core to sheath values of surge 
impedance and propagation time, and for the transformer 
the Inductance measured at its natural frequency.
3*4 Conclusions
This analysis shows clearly the value of 
Bergeron1s graphical method in the solution of problems 
where the physical size of the network is Important.
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Under chopping conditions the representation of 
the transformer by a lumped inductance is justified with 
the cable situated between it and the circuit-breaker.
CHAPTER 4.
DOUBLE CIRCUIT 132 kV. OVERHEAD LINE
4.1 Introduction
The original and fundamental studies of 
propagation of waves along transmission lines were made,
in general, from the point of view of the telegraphist.
34.These led, as for example, in Carson* s work , to 
approximations which were complex and not suitable for 
power transmission lines. They did, however, provide 
the basis of the theories later developed for power lines 
as in the very comprehensive treatment given in Surge 
Phenomena^ and two papers by Frenchmen worthy of note. 
The first, by Pelissier^, gives a very interesting 
analysis of the problem, considering in a novel way, the 
factors of attenuation. In the other Fallou^ confirms 
the use of KirchoffTs equation from the rigorous analysis 
of Carson; he employs symmetrical components In the 
analysis of three phase lines, and describes various 
techniques for the measurement of the frequency dependenc 
of the various line parameters.
For representation in recovery voltage problems 
it has been the general procedure to set up substitute
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circuits of lumped capacitance and inductance.. Hammarlund^ 
deals fairly thoroughly with this, giving details of many 
equivalent circuits. The problem can also be tackled 
assuming that the parameters do not vary, by time-lattice 
diagrams or by Bergeron1s method.
In this chapter measurements of the frequency 
and transient response of a 3-mile length of double circuit 
132 kV. line with earth wire protection, are described.
4.2 Measuring Techniques
(1) The surge impedance
The modulus of the surge impedance can be found 
from a measurement of the input impedance of the line with 
the end open and short circuited. If the modulus of the 
short circuit impedance is Z^, and the modulus of the 
open circuited, impedance Z^, then the surge impedance is 
given by
l zc i =
The input impedances were measured in two ways •
(a) In the first method a variable frequency source 
supplied either the line or a variable., resistance, and a 
thermocouple milliammeter and value voltmeter were connected 
as shown in Pig. 8. The power source was an audio frequency
power amplifier having a maximum output of 15 watts, and 
supplied by a signal generator. By setting the output 
voltage of the source the seme for both line and resis­
tance measurements, and measuring the current, the 
inherent error due to the valve voltmeter was reduced.
If 1^ and are the measured line and resistance current 
for a particular frequency, the modulus of the input 
impedance of the line is given by
IZjJ .  R. is
L
(b) The circuit for the second method is shown in 
Fig. 9. This is the same as for (a) but instead of 
the power amplifier a voltage amplifier with a high 
output impedance was used, and the current determined 
by a; measurement of the voltage across the resistance 
R^. In this case also the resistance R was adjusted 
till it equalled the line input impedance, thereby 
reducing instrument errors.
The methods so far described enable a determina 
tion of the surge impedance as a function of frequency. 
Its value under transient conditions was measured in two 
ways using the R 0V.l.
(c) This consists essentially of injecting a half sine 
wave with or without chop into the line short circuited
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at the far end, and recording the resulting transient 
voltage on a cathode ray oscilloscope. For a current 
input with no chop the surge impedance is found from 
the equation
A
e = Z i 2xf t . ................ (1)c
where e = the wavefront of the voltage transient,
*
i = the maximum value of the current, 
and f st the frequency of the half sine wave.
For a chopped wave the voltage peak is given by
e = Z i   (2)
c c
where i = the current magnitude at the chop, c
As stated previously these formulae are only valid if 
the propagation time of the line is less than 1 ms. 
Examples of records of these voltage transients are shown 
in Fig. 11.
With zero chop the voltage transients were 
comparable in magnitude to radio frequency pick-up, and 
to reduce this, it was necessary to connect a small 
capacitance of 400 ppF across the end of the line. 
Oscillograms, Fig. ll(c,d) show the recovery voltage 
transient with and without the capacitance connected.
(d) In this method the R.V.l. is connected to the line 
and a variable resistance, as shown in Fig. 10. &
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chopped current wave is injected into the line, and the 
voltage across the resistance displayed on an oscilloscope. 
When the resistance equals the surge impedance of the 
line, the current divides; one half flows through the 
resistance, and the other half travels to the short 
circuited end where it is reflected with the same polarity 
and returns at a time 2T later to add to the current 
already flowing in the resistance0 Some examples of 
the oscillograms taken are shorn in Fig, 12,
(2) Propagation time
The propagation time can be determined from 
the natural frequencies of the line, using methods (a) 
or (b). It can be determined from the frequency of the 
transient voltage response to current surges (c), or it can 
be measured as described in (d) above.
(3) Attenuation
This can be estimated from the decrement of 
the transient voltage response to the current surges,
Fallon, using measuring techniques similar to 
those described under (a) and (b) above, showed how the 
attenuation could be related to the value of the line 
impedance at resonance. However, the line on which 
Fallon’s measurements were carried out was much longer,
having a natural frequency of 540 c/s. In this case 
the natural frequency was 20 Kc/s, and so using his 
method the attenuation could only be evaluated at the 
frequencies 20, 40 ... Kc/s.
4.2 Discussion of measuring techniques
The main difficulty about the measurement of 
the input impedance of a line over a wide frequency 
range is the wide variation of its value. In this case 
it varied from about 10 ohms to 10,000 ohms. Method (a) 
was therefore used most successfully, because of the 
low output impedance of the source, in the measurements 
of low impedance, e.g. low frequencies for the short 
circuited line, near resonance for the open circuited 
line* When the impedance was high, e.g. low frequencies 
for the open circuited line, the method (b) was used.
It has been shown how the surge impedance can 
be calculated from the voltage response of the line to 
current surges generated by the R.V.l. This method 
involves measurement from oscillograms of the voltage 
and current waves, and is therefore not as convenient 
as method (d) in which the surge impedance is compared 
directly with a resistance. However, this method, as 
with that using the R.S.O. described in Chapter I, will 
only give the high frequency value of surge impedance.
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Compared with the technique using the R.S.O., this has 
the advantage that no operator is required at the far 
end of the line.
4.3 Calculation of parameters
The various surge impedances were calculated 
assuming that the earth and the conductors were of 
infinite conductivity. Their evaluation, developed 
from the analysis given in Surge Phenomena, is shown in 
Appendix 6.
4.4 Results
TABLE 1 .
A comparison of surge impedance values (ohms)
Connection Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5
Phase to earth 739 720 710 726 660
Phase to phase 465 450 445 490 470
Phase to phase to earth 419 410 410 39 5 396
Three phase 500 540 535 510 518
Three phase to earth 280 280 295 307
is the calculated surge impedance.
Z is the surge impedance derived from measurements of 
2
the inductance and capacitance at 1,000 c/s.
Z is the value measured directly using the R.V.l. 
o
Z^ is the surge impedance derived from the voltage 
response to a half sine wave.
Zg is the value derived from the response to a chopped 
half sine wave.
TABLE II.
The propagation time (milliseconds)
(i ) With earth return
(a) Derived from frequency response to half
sine wave. 0.0253
(b) Calculated from constants measured at
1,000 c/s. 0.026
(c) Obtained from R.S.O* records. 0.0235
(ii) No earth return
(a) Derived from frequency of response to
half sine wave. 0.025
(b) Derived from frequency of response to
chopped wave. 0.0234
(c) Calculated from constants measured at
1,000 c/s. 0.0254
(d) Obtained from R.S.O. records. 0.0236
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TABLE III.
Attenuation
Ratio of successive peaks of transient response 
to half sine wave
(i) With earth return 0*8
(ii) Without earth return 0*86
4*5 Discussion of results
It appears, from the oscillograms of the voltage 
response to a chopped current wave, (Pig. 11(b), as in 
the cable measurements (Chapter 1), that a lumped 
capacitance is connected across the ends of the line*
In this case the capacitance probably comprises several 
factors, instrument capacity, the capacity of the 
connecting leads, the insulator capacity, and the 
non linearity of the distributed capacitance at the end 
of the line as described by P e l i s s i e r ^ *  attempt
has been made to evaluate it, since this would have 
involved a careful arrangement of the instruments, and 
when the tests were made this was not realized*
From the same oscillogram, Pig. 11(b), it is 
noticed that the first peak is smaller than the second.
This is because the end capacitance has not been completely
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charged by the time the reflected wave returns. As a 
result, the successive peaks are distorted in such a way 
that one might imagine that there are two waves of 
slightly different velocities travelling along the line.
In the case of propagation between a line oniearth,
Pig. 11(e), this distortion is not evident, probably 
because the attenuation is much greater than for 
propagation between lines.
Pig. 13 shows the relationship between the 
surge impedance and the frequency. The greater decrease 
of impedance for earth connections is due to the 
considerable dispersion of the field in the earth, -which 
occurs at the low frequencies. As the frequency increases, 
the earth currents tend to flow near the surface. For 
propagation without an earth return the change is due 
mainly to a displacement of the field from the conductors.
Because of the frequency dependence of surge 
impedance it follows that the value under surge conditions 
will alter with the shape of the surge. Further, since 
the impedance approaches a minimum at the high frequencies, 
then its value, when the steep fronted waves of the 
Impulse and chopped current wave are applied, should be 
smaller than that to the half sine wave. This is in 
agreement with the results shown in Table I .
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The dispersion of a field, in this case into
the earth, only affects the values of the inductance and 
resistance, and so it follows that the propagation time 
will vary in the same way as the surge impedance
surge conditions as shown in Table II „
4*6 Conclusions
1* For representation in recovery voltage 
problems, and for approximate investigations of the 
transient response to impulse waves, it is sufficient 
to consider the surge impedance and propagation time as 
constant. When a more exact evaluation is necessary, 
including attenuation, e t c t h e  more rigorous methods 
given in reference 33 would have to be considered.
be necessary for an exact evaluation of the response of 
a line to surges.
This is indicated in the measurements under
2. The evaluation of the end capacitance would
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CHAPTER 5.
440 V „  625 k.V.A. GENERATOR
5*1 Introduction
As with the transformer, the experimental 
data on tge.nBj&drorss is concerned with the measurement 
of the voltage distribution along windings subject to 
steep fronted surges, and with the determination of 
equivalent circuits in recovery voltage problems, 
Robinson'-’®*'^ has dealt fairly thoroughly with the 
former, and Hammarlund^® with the latter.
This chapter is devoted to an account of 
measurements made on a generator of the frequency and 
transient response. In this case a Q, meter was used 
for frequencies greater than 50 Kc/s. The voltage 
distribution along the winding subject to a surge was 
measured, and the effect of rotor position and excitation 
examined.
The main object of the investigation was to 
obtain a better understanding of the nature of wave 
propagation through a generator. Recovery voltage 
conditions could not be examined because of the very 
low inductance of the winding.
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The generator was an 8-pole, 3-phase, 625 kVA., 
440 volt machine, with 48 slots, and 2 conductors per 
slot, and having a salient pole rotor. The winding 
diagram and slot dimensions are shown in Fig. 14» Both 
ends of each phase were brought out, so that the 
generator could be connected star or delta. This meant 
that measurements could be made on one phase, with the 
other two.-isolated oh earthed. Since there was no 
insulation at the end of each conductor, tappings along 
the winding could be taken from direct connections.
5.2 Tests carried out
(1) Tests were carried out to determine the voltage
distribution along the winding on the application
of impulse waves. An R.S.O. was used to generate
the surges and measure the voltage at different
points along the winding.
(2) To determine the surge impedance of the winding, 
measurements were made of the current response to 
various impulse waves.
(3) The input impedances of the winding, with the 
remote end open and short circuited, were measured 
using (a) bridge at 1 and 10 kc/s.
(b) rQ* meter between 50 kc/s and 2 mc/s.
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(4) The effects of the rotor position, and field, on the 
input impedances of the winding, were investigated.
5.3 Results
(1) Surge Impedance ( ofxiw S )
TABLE I.
Connection zi 2 Z3
One phase to earth, 
other phases insulated. 24.5 27 19
As above, but with one 
other phase earthed at 
both ends.
65 56 -
As above, but with the 
other two phases earthed 
at both ends.
69 60 49
is the surge impedance derived from oscillograms of 
the input voltage and current through the winding.
Z0 is the surge impedance derived from measurements made 
using the meter. It is the minimum value which 
occurs at high frequencies. (See Fig. ).
Z^ is the surge impedance calculated assuming the iron 
and copper to be infinitely conducting planes.
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( 2) Propagation time
(a) Derived from the measurement of the 
natural frequency - 0,52 ps.
(b) Measured from oscillograms - 0.5 ps.
(3) The effect of the rotor position, with no 
excitation, on the winding impedances is 
shown on Pig.17.
(4) The effect of field excitation on the winding 
impedances.
It was found that beyond 50 kc/s the field 
excitation had no effect on the Q, meter measurements 
for any position of the stationary rotor.
5.4 The determination of the values of the
surge impe d ance
(i) z1
When a voltage surge is applied to a distributed 
line, the parameters which determine the current response 
are the surge impedance, the propagation time, and the 
attenuation. However, between the times t = 0 and 
t = 2T (i.e. until the wave reflected from the far end 
returns), the current and voltage are related simply to 
the surge impedance by 0hmfs Law, and the response is not
affected by the attenuation of the line, Z is the valu
1
calculated during that time interval. (Pig. 18).
(2) Z2
The input impedance of the winding with the
end open or short circuited was found using a !Q! meter 
and an impedance bridge. If ZQ and Zg are the complex 
open and short circuit impedances at the same frequency 
f, then the surge impedance is
Because the winding had a large capacitance to earth, 
all measurements using the Q meter had to be made on its 
capacitance am, one end of which was earthed to the 
chassis. This meant that inductances were determined 
as negative capacitances.
The measuring circuit is shown in Fig. 19.
At each frequency, measurements were made with and 
without the generator connected. In each case wras 
adjusted until the resonance point was reached. The
Zc Zs
and the propagation time is
T as Imaginary Part f ~Z-&
Input series resistance and capacitance is then given by
C  (C + - ^2 )
£ — i I
— /
£ Cz (<St - Q'Z.
‘ oj>IC, £ Z Q, Q z
where C C 2 1/ _ <C d 3(/ _    £  -
h— , —  S' _L S~ . "» 2.
The subscripts 1 and 2 refer respectively to measurement 
taken without and with the generator connected. The 
derivation of the formula is given in Appendix 1
(3) Z3
At high frequencies it appeared that the 
electromagnetic field v/as confined to the dielectric, 
and that the currents travelled along the surface of the 
iron and copper. For the case of propagation between 
one phase and earth, with the other two isolated, the 
distribution of current is assumed to be that shown in 
Fig. 20( a) . Since there will only be small interaction 
between the field of the currents flowing in different 
sides, the system will have the same characteristics as 
that of three parallel plane wave guides. Hence the 
surge impedance is given by the well-known formula
where a is the thickness of the dielectric and b the width 
of the guide.
When the other two windings are earthed, because 
of the lower resistance of the copper, the current would 
tend to return through the other two phases. The current 
distribution would then be that shown in Fig. 20(b), and 
again the surge impedance would be given by the formula 
above.
5.5 Discussion of Results
As shown by the winding diagram, Fig. 14, no 
two turns of a phase are in the same slot. There will 
therefore be little interturn capacity, and, as a result, 
the winding should behave like a transmission line.
This is borne out by oscillograms and measurements, and 
is shown by the Bergeron diagram of Fig.84. In this
diagram a comparison Is made between the voltage at the 
open circuited end of the generator winding and ot a 
simple distributed line, when the same impulse wave is 
applied to the other end. Since the purpose of this 
diagram was merely to examine the general behaviour of 
the winding, it was not necessary to compute the values 
of the surge impedance and damping factor to be used.
These were selected to give the best agreement, and so
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to indicate most clearly the response of the winding.
Figures 15 and 16 show the change of surge 
impedance and propagation time with frequency. These 
curves give an indication of the distribution of the 
electromagnetic field. At low frequencies the field 
is distributed throughout the cross section of the iron, 
dielectric, and copper, and the velocity of the electro­
magnetic waves is reduced considerably by dispersion.
As the frequency increases, the field gradually becomes 
confined to the dielectric area between the iron and the 
conductors, producing a reduction in the surge impedance 
and an increase in the wave velocity. The slot and 
conductor now act somewhat like a conventional wave guide, 
and it is interesting to note that the surge impedance 
calculated from that assumption is remarkably close to
the high frequency value (cf. Z and Z in Table I).
o  JL
When the other two phases are earthed, it is 
seen (Table I) that the calculated value is considerably 
smaller than the other two values. This may be partly 
due to the fact that these phases were earthed only at 
the ends.
These deductions on the distribution of the 
fields at high frequencies are confined by the tests on 
the effects of the rotor position (Fig. 17), and the
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magnitude of the field, on the input impedances.
5*6 Conclusions
This particular winding behaves, under all 
transient conditions, like a distributed line (i.e. there 
is no critical frequency).
For representation in recovery voltage problems 
the considerable variation of zero sequence inductance 
over the frequency range 1,000 c/s to 3 Mc/s would 
produce difficulties in the selection of the appropriate 
inductance valve.
There appears to be a considerable need for a 
theoretical investigation into the nature of wave 
propagation through the generator, and, in particular, 
to account for the f requency v ari ation of the winding 
surge impedance. In attempt is made to solve this 
complex problem in Chapter 7.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS TO PART I.
For representation of a power system in recovery 
voltage problems when chopping conditions are not con­
sidered, it has been the practice to attempt to relate 
the parameters to the power frequency constants. This 
is a justifiable procedure, but care has to be taken 
when applying what appears to be a general rule, 
e.g. Gosland*s empirical formula for the surge impedance 
of a cable, (Chapter 1).
When current chopping takes place, or under
impulse conditions, the dispersion of the field in the
metal no longer appears to have a noticeable effect on
the propagation. This was confirmed by the frequency
4 /measurements, which showed that, beyond about 5 x 10 c/s, 
for all elements of the system the inductances appeared 
to have reached a minimum value. However, under these 
surge or high frequency conditions, the physical size 
of the network elements may have to be considered, 
particularly those elements in a connected system near 
the point of measurement. For a cable or overhead line 
this problem is readily solved using Bergeron*s graphical 
method, but for the transformer and generator the actual
physics of wave propagation through the structure is not 
yet fully understood, and the results which have been 
obtained, cannot be fully explained.
There has appeared a considerable need for a 
further theoretical investigation of the problems of wave 
propagation through the various elements examined. The 
problems are complex, and in attempting solutions the 
experimental evidence will be of great assistance, for it 
can help in leading the analysis in the right direction.
The most useful data in this connection would 
be impedance measurements over a frequency range of 20 c/ 
to about 50 Me/s., and there appears the need for the 
development of an impedance bridge capable of measuring 
impedances varying from about 10 ohms to 10,000 ohms over 
a frequency range from 20 c/s to about 500 Kc/s. A 1Q* 
meter can be used beyond 500 Kc/s.
Considerable care has to be taken when making 
measurements of the system parameters with the instrument 
isolated from earth, because of the very large earth 
capacitance of the system.
PART 2
A Theoretical Investigation of the Propagation 
of Electromagnetic Waves through 
the Elements of a Power System
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PART 2.
It has appeared from the work described in 
Part 1 that further theoretical investigation into the 
transient behaviour of the power system elements is 
necessary. The usual approach to such problems has 
been to develop equivalent circuits. In this, several 
physical assumptions are made, and the structure replaced 
by a network of lumped inductances, capacitances, and 
resistances. The merits and weaknesses of the method 
rest, respectively, in the simplicity of the solution 
and its reliability. The replacement of the complicated 
structure of the generator or transformer by an equivalent 
circuit leads to a simple explanation of the phenomena, 
and permits readily the consideration of the effects of 
variations in structure, etc.
However, it cannot be said that the physical 
explanations given are entirely satisfactory, and that 
the solutions are completely reliable. The reason is 
that the approximations made are of a physical nature, 
in that they imply certain distribution of flux, etc., 
and are seldom supported by any rigorous mathematical 
analysis .
It seemed therefore necessary to attempt some
rigorous studies of the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves through the system elements, and here four separate 
problems have been tackled. First a study is made of 
the propagation of waves along a cable with individual 
sheaths, the basis of this analysis being the general 
treatment of the cable problem by Schelkunoff. Then a 
chapter is devoted to an investigation into the factors 
influencing propagation through a generator, considering 
in detail the effects of the laminations. This is 
followed by two chapters on the behaviour of a transforme 
the first dealing with the effect of laminated core, and 
the second examining the present theories of wave 
propagation through transformers and showing the develop­
ment of a theory for a coil replaced by a sheath.
The method of tackling the problems has been 
to start with Maxwell’s field equations, and this has 
meant, ineaxjiicase, the consideration of geometrically 
simple structures representing each element. Although 
the results obtained, at least in the generator and 
transformer problems, may have no immediate value, the 
information that has been obtained does help to provide 
adequate physical explanations for most of the experi­
mental results presented in Part 1, and may lead to the 
development of more comprehensive theories.
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CHAPTER 6.
Wave propagation along cables with 
individual sheathe
6 .1 Introducti on
The only published work on the transient
11performance of this type of cable was a paper by Gosland 
He showed how currents flowing in the conductors induced 
voltages in the sheaths, and how the resulting currents
flowed along the sheaths and through the bonds. In that
paper the sheath circuit is considered as an inductive 
loop, no account being taken of its finite length.
In this chapter, there is a more rigorous study 
of the problem, taking into account the skin and proximity 
effects, and considering the distance between bonds.
This analysis is based on a general treatment of the
15
coaxial cable given in a paper by Schelkunoff
6.2 Propagation Along a Coaxial Pair'
The problem considered first is that of two 
cores surrounded by concentric cylindrical lead sheaths, 
Pig. 21. For the moment, the effects of bonds will not 
be considered.
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The magnitude of a magnetic field between the 
sheaths due to time varying currents in the cores is 
affected by the sheaths. This is because electromagnetic 
waves, propagated outwards from the cores in a radial 
direction, are partially reflected at the boundaries of 
the sheaths and t£e dielectric, and attenuated in the lead. 
The coefficients of reflection and attenuation are 
functions of the frequency and the conductivity of the 
sheath, and so, as the frequency varies, the coupling 
between the fields of the two currents also varies. The 
coupling is a maximum at zero frequency, and decreases to 
zero as the frequency approaches infinity, when the fields 
are confined to the space between the core and the sheath 
as in a waveguide.
The sheaths therefore act as shields whose
1 *5 1 6behaviour has been studied by Schelkunoff 9 . He
showed that the analysis of such problems is facilitated 
by the .use of the surface and transfer impedances. For 
a solid conductor the surface impedance relates the total 
current flowing to the electric intensity at the surface. 
While, for a hollow conductor, with return paths either 
external or internal to the conductor, or both, the surface 
impedances relate the electric intensity at a surface to 
the return current adjacent to that surface. In the
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derivation of the transfer impedance, it is supposed that 
if the currents in the return paths are I inside and 1^ 
outside the hollow conductor, then a current -I flows
a
along the inside surface and -1-^  along the outside surface* 
The transfer impedance then represents the interaction of 
these two currents. The cable system (Pig. 21) can 
therefore be represented by the series of transmission 
lines with coupling via the transfer impedance between 
lines 2 and 3, and lines 4 and 5 (Pig. 22). (The impedances 
connected across the end are the surge impedances, which 
have been included here merely to show the circuit more 
clearly.)
The electric intenaitdies?. in the Z direction at
<
the surface of the core and shbat'h are, according to the 
definitions given above
E * Z  XI / /
£3 - z i, + z. r,3 23 1 3 2
where 7  “ surface impedance of solid core 
»
]7 = surface impedance 011 the inside of the
hollow sheath
~7 - surface impedance on the outside of the 
3
hollow sheath
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and 2, = transfer impedance between the two surfaces of
the hollow conductor.
Now Maxwell!s equations written in integral form 
for a homogeneous isotropic dielectric, are
(2)
and
(3)
^  I D'tv eld
•'s
where is a contour integral, and ^  a surface
integral. ^
Applying equation (2) round the contour indicated by the 
dotted rectangle 1 in Pig. 21 gives
^  \ 8 - IVda
S (4)
i f
6-fc
where Vi is the potential between the core and the sheath, 
and ^  is the value of the magnetic flux passing through 
the rectangle. By the definition of inductance the right 
hand of equation (4) becomes
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I f  -  j * L 1 2 I ,  .  * , I ,
so that equation (4) becomes.
dV, _ (5)
+  E, - — X, X|
Applying equation (2) round the contour 2 in Fig. 21, gives 
similarly
*v2
r f  -  2 E * - x * 1 * (6)
The term -2E-* results from the symmetry of the system.
Now applying the second Maxwell equation (3) 
round the contour 3
*H, * ( -r, j
zir<x c,z - €*. \ ®t
-'s
, (7>
=  - - - V  V
~  7l v '
where V  = |WC, and
C, = capacitance per unit length between the
core and sheath.
4 5It is shown by Stratton , that even for a conductor with 
a high resistance, one can write
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2 ? a  H x = I ,
so that equation (7) becomes
-  a y  v,az. h "
Applying equation (3) round the surface of the sheath 
gives similarly
*£« « -  yz v’ = jwc, v,
3Z_ Z 2 * (9)
where Q x = capacitance per unit length between the sheaths
Assuming that all components vary as e ^ . - C z .  equations 
(5),(6),(8) and (9) become
- P  Y, + EL, + = -  *,I,
-f" vz - z e 5 = X, I,
- P I ,  = - Y.V, (10)
- n  i t - - y , Y z
Now substituting for E^  3 E 2 ; and from equations (1) 
and elminating the currents I, and JTZ get the equations
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v, [p*- y (z, + z*+ x.\j + V* z „  y2 = o 
V, • 2 zn Y, + v2 [ P ?- YJzz,+ x o > o
(11)
In order that these two equations shall be consistent, the 
determinant of the coefficients must vanish, so that
p*- V, (Z,+zx + x,1)
2 z y2 % •
z y 21 '2
p -
= o
which becomes
P * -  r * C y>(z.l+7.z+x,)+ y2(ZZ%+ x , \ J  
+ >. Y2 (Zl+Z ,*X ,')(2Z ,+  X,'i (12)
- z z„ y y o
It is obvious that, since the values of the 
surface impedances are themselves complicated functions, 
there is no simple solution to the equation (12), and 
therefore of the general problem. Fortunately, however, 
a simplifying assumption can be made. In the actual
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problem the sheaths are bonded together at regular intervals. 
The structure is therefore of a periodic nature, and, for 
a rigorous determination of the surge impedance and the 
propagation constant, the methods outlined by Brillouin^ 
would have to be used. However, if the distance between 
the bonds is very much smaller than the wavelength, then it 
may be assumed that the variation of current and voltage 
between the’bonds is negligibly small. It follows that 
there can be no potential between the sheaths, i.e. V.* o  
Equation (10) can therefore be written
-n V, + e, + e, = - x.r,
- 2  E 3 = X, I 2 (13)
-  P L, = - Y, V,
Substituting for £  ^  ^and E 3 as before, and eliminating
I  gives
7
4 ^ ,  U . - o  U 4 )
X V ,  - n x ,  =  o
In order that these equations shall be consistent, the 
determinant of the coefficients must vanish
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y, - p
•?ZJ + X, ]
o
.which leads to
^ _ z y _ 1
x z s + x* 1 (15)
The phase velocity is therefore given by
\r = ip. Yl[(z,+ vx,')- Z 7 *•*3__ -l
S+ X ,  J
(16)
and the surge impedance by
l Y
r .
•5 '■»
(17)
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6.3 The - Evaluation of the Surge Impedance 
and Wave Velocity
To evaluate the expressions given by equations 
(15),(16) and (17), it is necessary to determine the 
various .impedances• These have already been given by 
Schelkunoff-^, and are
I oo jJt X o (<ft a )
Z  = Zftag, Il(<r,<*'>
z *  “  r,(ff,on,((Tli ) - r l(<rzk')
(18)
iw*  r 0(<fJc') K.e(<r^ c~) I , ( ( f 2 i»i
a5K r, «T,o t.or* bV r,(<r,fcO k,(<rac^
-J  I_______________________
23 = t  [x ; , ( «rt o  - I ,  «r,b-> K, r<r,c j]
Z 3 -
where! IC> s XT* and are the modified Bessel functionsO 3 » J 1 i 1
and
yt4, = permeability of copper conductor
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JA-l. = permeability of lead sheath
<51 = / 1 w/a, <}, : <f, = 1 1
= conductivity of copper conductor 
^ = conductivity of lead sheath
X , -  11/0 2 IT c a.
% x = | Co ^  -t.
(19)
In these expressions no account has been talcen
of the proximity effects. If the frequency is so high
that the proximity effect has almost reached its ultimate
value, the impedances 7  and X can be written as
* 1
>  / -» r if
l
= a t ! ' c  \
/ (tiyU, - h2 I “ 2
(20)
For a more accurate determination of the impedances X 2
and £ the reader is referred to a paper by Mr. S.P. Mead 
3
17
These exact formulae are complicated functions, 
but approximations can be easily obtained when the arguments 
of the Bessel functions are either less than one or greater
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approximately 10. These limits, for the cable considered 
here (Chapter 1), correspond to frequencies of the order
The expressions for large arguments have already
been tabulated by Schelkunoff, and curves showing these 
impedances as functions of the frequency are drawn in 
Pigs. 23, 24 and 25. It is noted how the transfer 
impedance or coupling approaches zero as the frequency 
increases.
be expanded using the approximations for small arguments 
given by
of 5 x 102 and 10® c/s respectively.
In the low frequency region the expressions may
(21)
The impedances then become
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I • uj>M, ^
Z, = +  I i t  =  O  /w L c
i___  I ,
\  = ffgt(c*-bM + lw W f c l- b ?) ~  ? s + 2 |mL*
(22)
Z * =  i F g j c ^  + = ^s+ 2 ,wLs
z
2*5
J
~ <v
where ^  = d.c. resistance of core
Rs = d.c, resistance of lead sheath
/ = internal inductance of core*-c
Ls = internal inductance of sheath
Asymptotic expressions can now be derived for 
the frequency tending to infinity and to zero.
(a) f - >  oo. From Fig. 25 it is observed that as the
frequency increases. 7" — > o i and. it can be shown that 
the impedances Z^ and Z^ become negligible with respect 
to Xr
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In this limit
P *  >- Y, X 1 (23>
and
= 2 ^  l21’
These expressions indicate that at high 
frequencies the waves are confined to the area between 
the sheath and the conductor.
(b) -f >» O Prom equations (15) and (22)
P  >• Y,[|?C + /<oLt+ -*• i /toLs +X,
-1
4 f I (&LS+ jtot-2 *■*
1 (25)
7 ft*
Since ^  ( L s + L 3 ^ then equation (25)
becomes
P — > X  L^c+ £« + i‘w ( lc4 i  *-s+ l ,  ^ -  es
+ (26)
= Y , [ ^ c + i u ( L c4 Ls H i , +  L} )]
and
<_i (27)
the result, implying that there is no current flow in the 
sheath. It is also noted that the inductance 2Lequals 
the core to core inductance if the sheaths are neglected.
In the evaluation of the expressions (16) and
(17) in the Intermediate frequency region, two assumptions
are made. It is assumed first of all that the proximity
of the sheaths only affects the Impedances X and Z .
o
This seems a reasonable assumption since it can be shown, 
from a numerical calculation, that at the higher frequencies, 
when the proximity effect becomes a maximum, the penetration 
of the field through the sheaths is small, and the effect 
of the external inductance becomes almost negligible.
Secondly, it is assumed that in the high 
frequency region, i.e. in this case for frequencies greater 
than 10^ c/s, the impedances and Xg are given by their 
high frequency values, equations (20), while .'for: a low 
frequencies these impedances are given by equations (18) 
and (19 ).
Curves showing the variation of surge Impedance, 
wave velocity and attenuation are plotted in Figs. 26, 27
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and 28. These all show how, as the frequency Increases,
the fields tend to be confined to the dielectric
area ( as sinned lossless) between the cores and sheaths.
The minimum and maximum values in the attenuation curve 
are due to a phase shift in the current density from the 
surface of the conductor
This analysis is dependent on the assumption 
that the distance between the bonds is very much smaller 
than the signal wavelength. Now for the cable described 
in Chapter 1, which has bonds at intervals of 300 yards^ 
this is only valid below frequencies of approximately 
5 x 10^ c/s. However, since the bonds are connected to 
the outside of the sheaths, and it is already evident that 
beyond frequencies of 10^ c/s there is little field 
penetration of the sheath, the assumption can be considered 
as valid over the whole frequency range.
6•4 A Three-Phase Cable with Individual Sheaths
A cross section of the cable is shown in 
Fig. 29. It is assumed that currents 2.,^  5 and
flow in conductors 1, 2 and 3 respectively, and that, as 
before, the sheath currents, denoted by £ lc and X,b etc., 
flow along the inside and outside surfaces. The sheaths
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are bonded together so that the previous assumption 
regarding the electric field is valid,, Since the cable 
is considered to be symmetrical, the various surface 
impedances are equal, and so the electric intensities at 
the conductor surfaces are given by
(28)
E-icl “ 2-ol 3-ia 
Eft =■ Z bb X/a *+■ Z t c T/c
E-.c -  Z bc 1 , * +  Z c cl-c.
E, - 7" X2«. cl 2a
e *b = z ib + z bc x , c (29)
E j C  =  Z c t  J z c
r,
(30)
Applying Maxwell1s equation (2), as before, to 
the region between core and sheath, and assuming that all
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field components vary as €/*|©-Pz gives
-rv, + £ (eL-+ £ lfc, =  -  x, x la
- r v , + E2a + £a b - - x , i , .  (31)
r v 3+ e3ol+ -  - x . x la
where Vi, the potential between the core and sheath,
and )(( is the core to sheath reactance.
Now applying equation (3) to the region between the sheaths
■ - r v * *  = - i y x ( T lc-  ± 2 C )
-1“% +  £2c ““ ~  “ 2 X2 ( -r ?C~  SC^
“  P V,{ •+ E lc—  E/c ^  “ 2 X-z ( Xsc I  /C^
where Y<‘£ is the potential between sheaths j. and fa and
X is the sheath to sheath reactance. '2
Since the sheaths are bonded it can be assumed, 
as before, that equal to zero; so that
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£ , c - i
II
E3<
-  X=■ 2.
E%C ~ £/c
III
**c (33)
Applying the second Maxwell equation (3) to the region 
between the sheath and core gives
-r r(flL - v.v.
- r i ^  = Y V,
-r il0L =
(34)
Eliminating the sheath currents and surface intensities 
from equations (33) and (34), get after s ome manipulation
r(V,-vz) - z - a
(35)
r ( v v , - >  -  7  a  i  ) m c
P K - ' O -  7-jr,- o
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and
y , M - r ( i -  O  - o
( 3> )
' y ( v , - v >' ) -  r f x , -  i , ) =  O 
y  ( V s -  V , y  r ( x 3 -  3 , > o
- 7  *
where 3 JL. (37)
o ^  Z.<^  *+■ Z  tb "** X I j? ^ 2
Eliminating the voltages and currents one gets
^ - y , z 0
which is the same as equation (15) when only two conductors 
were considered.
To determine the surge impedances for various 
faults, further conditions regarding the currents and 
voltages are necessary. These are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1.
Fault Boundary Conditions
1
Surge Impedance
Phase 1 to earth L -  ^ 3  =  0 \F y.
Phase 1 to
Phase 2.
I 3 = o  , x a = - x ,  
Y t - - Y ,
1 7 » 
v;
Phase 1 opening 
to clear three-
*
< It
3
F
phase fault. I.= -2T =-2l,1 -^ 2. * 2 v y,
6*5 Conclusions
This analysis indicates quite clearly how the lead 
sheaths limit the magnetic fields between the sheaths, and 
therefore the coupling between the core currents.
Since it has been shown that beyond frequencies 
of 1 0 ^ c/s there is little penetration of the sheaths, it 
can be deduced that the fields of the steep fronted voltage 
surges and chopped current waves travel along the cable 
only in the region between the core and sheaths. This is 
in agreement with the results of the experimental work of 
Chapter 1.
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The assumption made originally by Gosland-^ that, 
with bonds between the sheaths, the sheath to sheath circuit 
has only inductance and resistance, has been justified for 
the cable examined here. It appears that the validity of 
this assumption is dependent on the distance between the 
bonds, and the size and material of the sheaths.
It has appeared from the analysis that the 
inclusion of the proximity effect has only a slight influence 
on the parameters, the important factor being the transfer 
impedance between the two surfaces of the lead sheaths.
The analysis for the three-phase cable could be 
extended to include the effect of a metal pipe, but this 
would only influence the results at frequencies below 
about 500 c/s.
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CHAPTER 7,
Wave propagation through generator windings
7.1 Introduction
Interest in the transient behaviour of generators 
has not been very great, mainly because it is perhaps the 
least vulnerable element of the power system, and also 
because of the complexity of the problem. All the 
analysis carried out, so far, has been made using circuit 
theory. Friedlander^, for example, considers the winding 
as a chain of-inductances and capacitances, representing 
the self and mutual . inductances of conductors and their 
ground and mutual capacitances respectively (Pig. 57),
He neglects the effects of overhangs and the coupling 
between remote parts of the winding, and so reduces the 
complexity of the equivalent circuit. Since this circuit 
has the characteristics of a low pass filter, only waves 
below a critical frequency can propagate along the winding, 
those of a higher frequency being attenuated exponentially.
Robinson^®*^ , in two recent papers, includes in 
analyses the effects of close coupling between remote parts 
of the winding, and he shows that for a machine winding with 
two coil sides per slot, there will be two waves of
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different velocities,the amplitudes of which reduce to 
zero at different critical frequencies.
The evaluation of the circuit constants has 
presented a considerable problem. As Robinson says in 
Reference (38), f Although the capacitances can be obtained 
from more or less direct measurement the inductances must 
be estimated from oscillograms which will permit the 
determination of the critical frequency, the surge 
impedance and the wave velocity’; and again from Reference 
(39), ’The evaluation of the circuit constants c an be 
carried out in a concentric conductor machine only if the 
assumptions that the mutual inductances are equal to the 
self inductances are valid. It is then possible to obtain 
expressions for the wave velocities and, hence, with a know­
ledge of the capacitances, to calculate the inductances’.
There does appear, therefore, to be some need 
for an investigation of the behaviour of these parameters, 
and since they are dependent on certain field distributions 
in the generator this implies an investigation of the 
fields using Maxwell’s equations. The structure of a 
generator, however, is such that it is not possible to 
obtain a complete solution by these means, and so the 
problem has to be tackled by a process of analysis and 
synthesis. This means, first of all, determining the
various structural influences on the propagation, and 
investigating each one separately In as rigorous a way as 
possible. The contribution which each makes to the whole 
generator response can then be judged, leading either to a 
comprehensive theory from these results, or the determina­
tion of the equivalent system of capacitances and inductance
In this chapter these various structural Influence 
are listed, and two of them investigated rigorously.
7.2 The features of the propagation of waves 
through generator windings
The generator in its most general form consists 
of coils of copper wire inserted in slots of laminated iron, 
as shown in Pig. 30. By inspection, the structure is 
seen to exhibit periodicity in several forms.
(a) Since the conductors in a slot are joined to form the 
turns of a coil, the voltage and current of each conductor, 
at any cross-section of the slot, are related by some kind 
of periodic function of the turn length.
(b) The electromagnetic field travelling along the slot 
encounters the periodic nature of the lamination.
(c) The wave is alternately travelling along the slot, 
and along the overhangs.
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(d) Different windings in the generator may be closely 
coupled at periodic intervals.
Wave propagation in periodic structures exhibits 
well-known characteristics, notably band pass effects, and 
the response of the winding will be the super-position of 
the characteristics of these periodic forms.
A factor which affects the transmission of waves 
at the lower frequencies is the dispersion of the field in 
the metal. This is due to its finite conductivity and 
this, together with its high permeability are the features 
necessary for the satisfactory operation of an electrical 
machine.
The rotor also affects the propagation of waves. 
Its influence will be dependent on the dimensions of the 
air gap, the slot width and depth.
Here only the effects of dispersion in the 
lamination, and its periodic nature, are examined. To 
reduce analytical labour, the simplest type of generator 
structure is assumed, the copper winding being replaced 
by an infinite plane parallel to the solid iron core 
representing one turn in a slot, with the laminations and 
the dielectric between, as shown in Fig. 31. The width 
of the laminations and insulation (here assumed to be
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space) is exaggerated. It is assumed that a voltage source 
is connected between the copper plane and the iron core.
This corresponds to the condition of a fault to earth or a 
lightning surge arriving at the generator.
7.3 The effects of dispersion in the iron
The longitudinal section of the theoretical 
structure, shown In Pig. 31, Indicates the similarity 
between it and the corrugated waveguide, on which 
considerable work has been done (corrugated waveguides 
are designed to reduce the phase velocity of electro­
magnetic waves). In the analysis of the corrugated 
waveguide, the slots or stubs (not to be confused with 
the actual generator slot) are assumed to act as shorted 
sections of a smooth waveguide, and the field in them to 
be T.E.M. The field pattern in the guide itself, however, 
is more complicated, as shovm in Pig. 32. This pattern 
can be expressed as the sum of a fundamental component 
corresponding to the field variation in a smooth waveguide, 
and a Fourier series representing the periodjtfield 
variations along the corrugated guide.
Since the lamination pitch p will be small 
compared with the fundamental wavelength>at frequencies 
even as high as 1 0® c/s, the phase shift per slot will be
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an almost negligible quantity, and it can be assumed that 
the fields in adjacent slots have the same magnitude and 
phase„
Neglecting the losses in the metal and the 
dielectric, the field in the slot will be of the simplest 
type (T.E.M.) with components given by
joo 6 
= 6 ~jg Cos fey
k - Wc
£ = permittivity of dielectric
Now with the metal of finite conductivity, it can be
shown that the field in the slot remains approximately
surface
the same, and that the current density dh the metal^is 
related to the magnetic field at the boundary by the 
vector relationship
J  = rt X H (3)
leading to, in this case
J y  = —  H x (4)
It follows, therefore, that the variation of the current 
magnitude along the slot is given by
I ~  cos tey (5)
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Since k= = 0.55 x 1 0“^ f (for free space), with
a slot depth of 0.1 m., the frequency would have to be 
greater than 1 0® c/s. before there would be any 
appreciable variation of current along the slot. With 
these assumptions it is therefore possible to compute 
the total current flowing in different sections of the 
guide.
The distribution of current in a plane 
conductor is given by the formula
P  ^ -  t3J = A £ -f- B £ (6)
or J - c  S/JW/ b  £ + ^  CosW b &  (6 a)
where a - / toyO-
£ is the coordinate normal to the surface 
of the metal,
and M,c, and are constants determined from the 
boundary conditions.
Considering first the current flowing between 
points a and b in Pig. 33, and neglecting end effects, 
the current density is given by
J" =• A £ (7)
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6  must be zero since J can have no value at y a -
*r ^If the current density at the surface is J then 
T T '  AJ = J £  (7a)
and the total current flowing is given by
O
x  , T . -  d -  (S)
— oo
This represents the total current flowing along the 
guide, and must equal the current flowing in the copper 
conductor in the opposite direction.
Now considering the current flowing in the 
lamination, since the current density at the opposite 
surfaces has the same value but different sign, the 
density at any point is given by the odd function
J  a C  (Q )
T /
and since J is the density at the surface, i.e. at 
Z = a, then
j 1
J- (9a)
This function is shown in Pig. 33.
For a more rigorous derivation of equation (9a) the 
reader is referred to Appendix 8 ,
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Prom the equation (9a), the current flowing
up the lamination can be found, and is given by 
A
j'
/ . \  -___  • \>Z d-Z- ' N SivJvjba. r
o
IJ 1
(10)
Cok, j)<l ~ /
(1 0 a)
It is therefore seen that the ratio of the
current flowing up the lamination to the total current
is a function of and therefore of the frequency.
Curves of this ratio have been drawn inserting typical
values for the constants, and they are shown in Fig. 34.
Prom these curves it is observed that, at high frequencies,
there is little or no interaction between the fields
penetrating from the two sides of the iron lamination,
and all the current flows along the lamination, i.e.
= J-'i • As the frequency decreases, however,
increasing interaction results in a reduction of the
current t-i until at zero frequency no current flows,
t c O and the field in the metal has the same value 
a >
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at all points. It follows from this that at any 
intermediate frequency the current divides, one part 
travelling up and round the top of the lamination, the 
other part travelling across the bottom. Now since the 
width of the lamination is approximately ten times that 
of the insulating varnish, for the purposes of evaluating 
approximately the surge impedance, the system may be 
represented as that shown in Pig. 35, current flowing
along the surface of the laminations, and ^ 3  along the 
solid iron core.
To evaluate the characteristic impedance, it 
is convenient to imagine the system as a three wire 
transmission line as shown in Pig. 36. It is assumed 
that the lines 2 and 3 are at the same potential. This 
assumption is justifiable, since the potential difference 
between the points b and c in Pig. 33 is the voltage drop 
due to the current flowing up the lamination, and this is 
small compared with the voltage between opposite sides 
of the guide.
Considering the three wire system, the voltage- 
current relationships are:-
£ |  =  Z l% + Z.i'i -i-i
O  =  z «  i, -  z „  x%
(11)
(12)
where Z w(^rePI*es©n'ts the characteristic impedances 
between conductors x and £ ,
The equivalent characteristic impedance is
given by
z.= = z . , / % ,  + Z,s x Vjlx
j (15)
~ 1|3 + (Z iz -  Z i O
The ratio ^ zlji\ ^ as already been evaluated, and so it 
remains to determine the characteristic impedances
zn. m d  zn •
7.4 The evaluation of the Impedance 211^
The impedance iraPeciance for a
current A,2 travelling along the surface of the lamination. 
It can therefore be determined by considering the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves between parallel 
planes of copper and of iron. This is shown in Pig. 37.
The analysis is carried out using Maxwell1s
equati ons.
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MaxwellTs equations ares
_ _  _  t,v k t + — = o 1 V’8 = o m
Sn _ . .   (16)
v * h - 5~ ; = j  i  v-i» = p 3
It is assumed that the field components vary 
as and that they do not vary in the
Oc direction, i.e. H x  - O
In a homogeneous conducting medium Maxwell1 s 
equations become
V* E + /»- U-c /*■ v '^°
( I V )
Vn H <T E = O € V- E = o
These can be expanded in cartesian coordinates
T)U
^ z -  / k . « Y = <TE* ( I * '
j k. a & £y (l9)
r  f f E ,  (a o'
- | k n y = (so
I ^  Ex a juyx Hy (22)
- ,
^  = jw/*W 2 (l3'
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Combining equations (19), (20) and (21) get 
 2 r= ~  (jOO/UCT- ^  ^q y 2 y
It can be shown that is very small compared with
I (Ajykd" in the frequency range considered, and so
—  * =. ~  (T E z - ^ E z (2 4 )
where
| — — j tjjk cr
The solution of this equation is
(25)
£z =. P 6 W  +  Q  £ ^  (26)
Now from equations (19) and (21)
H „  =  5 v  (27)
It follows, therefore, that
(28)
It is convenient for the boundary conditions to determine 
the vertical impedance Z y
Z  . - b  a . » ^  Pi" ® * ' ”  (29)
y Hx I3 P e ^ -  Q
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Since no field can exist in the copper at 
Y = + » then in equation (29) P = 0  and so
w |U)>c , v
* y i  1301
Similarly in the iron the field cannot exist at y=. - «*o
and so
—T I l0VU * , ,
where the subscripts c and i refer to the constants of 
the copper and iron respectively.
In a homogeneous dielectric medium ignoring 
losses Maxwell1s equations are
S7 x £ + /*■ ~ ^  ^ V  ^ o  (34)
V  *  W ~ ^ 0 4 “ ° ^  6  V  • & =• P (35)
Expanding these equations in cartesian coordinates get
1 y 1 r  (39)
I k  E x = Hy ^
—  45* - i'u ^ W :  (40)
- | L  )Jy = - j W £ E x (s<))
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fk, = ~ j <o € (Ac}
Equations (36), (40) and (41) yield
- z Y  e
where
2_
so that
(42)
(43)
Li <2
and K a ^ (44)
Equation (42) has a solution
Ez = A y + 6 Coo ''Ay (45)
and since
=  *" ‘ a y
C*-t> ^ Y -  S S^VL 'A (46)
Y = ~ W* | W  rte**Ay-/Ss</vv.Ay <4?)
The boundary conditions are satisfied by 
equating the vertical impedances. ( ( 45) page 6'3 Z ) •
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K . 6/fl = ^
and at 7= «-
i«A
J- 1 “V a
which becomes
e/,a
where
x
* 1
•X A^ uwc^ cl+ &Co  ^ a.
oj €r A Go  ^  01 — S  tuA. /^CL
tou^^OLf X
1 X iiwc ^01
C0>tc
Since it can be shown that ^a. will be very small, 
4oaa^ T^ Cl —  ^Ctand so
By' 4* X~
A ‘ ~ I - X Tlo.
( 48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
then
(52)
Combining equations (48) and (52) gives
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= -
JL — A /A* 
Ji ol \/uT L ^
e ^  
\iu \F\Ji t i - /  f
(it-yi)-“
//^iA
J <=rx dl
which can be written approximately, neglecting the last 
term
2. 0 + 0  _!_ r /75
,/i<x \/i*j
X  / «^C
•f
but
7 " =  b - k.1
so that
k N  k * f i +  ^
Mc -j
J (54)
(55)
where
A h 1 =
1 + I 
v/ia
> c  \ ±
<rc J 'J'o
The phase velocity is therefore
OO
(J = K.fi r
= P.P. (i+
(56)
(57)
(58)
where c is the velocity of light.
To obtain the surge impedance, relationships 
have to be derived for the current in the metal and the
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voltage difference between the two planes. The magnetic 
field is given by
J  - IVX H ( 59)
Since current is flowing only in the Z direction then
T 11 (60)
Thus for a width S of the planes
I z = & K *  = I  (61)
Wow from equation (40)
Iv. ,1 k (l+ Afe ^ £_
E > =  ^  ^  * s
so that
V = ( Ev dy ..i
)« k('+a b-q. -r- (62)
<0 6 &
and therefore the surge impedance
«  l£  . *i=3 ( i + Ak*}  
v e s
J.
z
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7.5 Derivation of the impedance Z  1-5
The impedance Z IS is the characteristic 
impedance obtained when the current flows along the solid 
iron core, and not in the laminations. Under these 
conditions the laminations can be considerecf^m anisotropic 
homogeneous medium conducting only in the directions x 
and y. (Fig. 38.)
For the laminated iron Maxwellfs equations can
be written
^ - I lv Ev = ^x
| k E ^  - Py
5E _x
fc -y
DP,^ - I * ^ 7  = «k E„ ' M
) iv P y “ ^ y  
t>y
where £  represents the equivalent permittivity of the 
metal and varnish.
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These equations give 
"&ZE, ^ 2.
■ay*
* =  -  \ (70)
'a
Therefore
z i
where /\ .= t o €z (71)
E = c Sim, + I> O d  y\ y (72)
H * = fta/i, (CooTU,
It follows that
ks before:
In the copper
In the dielectric
(73)
7 ’ r^.2- C + bC*o 9>zy (74)
Y = “ M* “  W  ** C C o d j V - b ^ Y
7 «  , . (30)
7  _  ’i* flSuL?>3V+ & C o ^ ^y (47)
Y  ~  f l  C o  ^ j Y  -  &  ^ - i Y
In the iron
z = ,-^i- (31)
y | w <rlyu,
Since the boundary conditions are satisfied 
by equating the impedances 2 y > then at y = O
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/ t
(76)
c J -  i
at y — cu
p« ■ j
-  ’ Stz P S o ^ a  __ 9 i 3  g o > 7 i y i
^  £ *2  C C o ^ j j d - D ^ ^  j U i ^  A O p  7i'£<*~ feS iA D ijQ .
and. at y ~ b
9 ^  A b + 6 Go /^ b  __ fbiA** (77)
1*° A C^ o ^ 3 b- & £a/*\*  ^b \JI ^  <Tt| yMu
It can be assumed that ^ (b’jand ^ a(b) are 
small so that W*. 9\ (fc) ^  9l[b)* Eliminating the
constants A, B, C and D from equations (75), (76) and 
(77) gives
•»» [«■* e\ *  *>> I
LUyU, 6Z
 ^v / cr, ^
+ a b / j i L d d i  +  a b  / « S ^ 1 “  + Q 3 b w  f ^ ~ e
=  ~ ~  i b ^ 6i a u if / a / m .y -j q / i z ^ ^  ^  /ui i * J <r, <n,/ij
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z -
-h i a oo
1
+ a to1 e,/ (t-l M h-I'uJCHiyUj (7S)
If typical values for the physical constants 
are inserted most of the terms are found to be negligible, 
and equation (78) reduces to
to determine the voltage between the copper plane and the 
solid iron. This is made up of a voltage drop across 
the dielectric plus a drop across the laminated iron.
The latter voltage can be neglected since the laminations 
conduct in that direction, and so the surge impedance can 
be expressed as before in equation (63) by
(79)
and since it follows that
(80)
To evaluate the surge impedance it is necessary
where S is the width of the guide
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Therefore
JL/ /  /:i Q \
•^11 = V ^  ' s ^1 + ^3 b-« J
and the wave velocity
(81)
LO (82)
lv / -^X ^ \ 4:
7.6 The characteristic impedance of the 
corrugated structure
Prom equation (15) the characteristic 
impedance is
Z< - Z„ + zl (Z,*- Z«)
Setting T =  and inserting the values for ^  Q31^-
7  gives
^  ^ 1*2
Zt- • b- T  {(i+ % ' (83)
It follows, therefore, that the phase velocity 
is given by
c
a  =  C~: u, a V i ,  ~ _ - ' l (84)
Inserting typical values for the constants, 
the relationships between the phase velocity, the surge
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Impedance, and the frequency can be found. Figs.
39 and 40 show these curves. It is observed how the 
wave velocity Increases with the frequency approaching 
the velocity of light in the dielectric. It is also 
interesting to note the effect of the thickness of the 
laminations. As the thickness decreases, the rate of 
change of phase velocity and the surge impedance, from 
the low frequency values, is smaller.
7.7 The general features of wave propagation- 
in periodic structures
Several papers have been written on this 
problem, notably by Brillouin^ and Lines, Nichol, and 
Woodward^. Two theoretical methods of,treatment are 
possible. The first analyses the fields in the corru­
gated guide using Maxwell’s equations. The fields In 
the stubs or corrugations are matched at the common 
boundary with the field in the main guide. The second 
method gives a qualitative understanding of the problem 
from an equivalent circuit treatment.
So far the mathematical analysis using Maxwell’s 
equations has not been completely examined under the 
conditions existing in the generator problem, but here, 
a short account will be given of the main features of the
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results obtained from the equivalent circuit approach.
This analysis is included in the paper by Lines, Nichol 
and Woodward.
The corrugated guide can be represented as a 
smooth line loaded periodically with an impedance equal 
to the input impedance of the stub. This is shown in 
Fig. 41.
If the phase change across one element of the 
structure is (j) , and 3  is the phase change in the 
transmission line between the loading points, the frequency 
characteristic of the structure is given by 
i • 2 I
cj) = Go (9 +■ 1 2 2 Saaa. ^  (86)
where "Z is the load impedance,
and 2^ 3-s characteristic impedance of the
transmission line.
The input impedance of the stub is given by
Z, = I 1 =-t-j Z. kw*. ^ ©  (87)
where Z  -^s ^he characteristic impedance of the stub. 
Equation (86) becomes
Ceo (j> ~ Coo G — ^ Q  • B • ^88 ^
Fig. 42 illustrates the general form of the
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frequency characteristic. Since 0  - IT corresponds, 
roughly, for the dimensions of a generator, to a 
frequency of 10^ c/s. the part of the curve of interest 
is that part from O  o  CTT
C O  cl L Oj cjl
Since ©  = —  and (p =
where C = velocity of light 
and = phase velocity, 
it is possible to derive the relationship between the 
phase velocity and the frequency. This has been drawn 
in Pig. 43. It is seen that for small frequencies the 
phase velocity equals the velocity of light, and that it 
decreases as the frequency increases till at a frequency 
corresponding to TT no further propagation can occur.
7.8 The combined characteristic
The effects of dispersion and periodicity have 
each been considered separately. The combined 
characteristic will be a superposition of these and the 
curve of phase velocity is shown in Pig. 44. This curve, 
of course, only indicates the relationship in a qualita­
tive way.
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7.9 Conclusi ona
This enquiry into the behaviour of a generator 
has resolved into the examination of several different 
problems. In this chapter, two of these problems have 
been examined in detail, namely the periodic nature of 
the lamination structure and the field dispersion at low 
frequencies. In the latter it has been shown, for the 
propagation of a signal between the core and the coil, how 
the currents flow in the lamination, and the effect on 
the wave velocity and surge impedance. The results from 
this analysis confirm the experimental results described 
in Chapter 1 which showed that the surge impedance of the 
winding, subject to a steep fronted surge, was approximately 
equal to the value calculated assuming the slot walls 
homogeneous and infinitely conducting. This is, in fact, 
the only definite result obtained so far, for there is 
yet no experimental verification of the effects of the 
periodicnature of the lamination, nor any confirmation of 
the effects of lamination thickness.
Once the study of the various factors Influencing 
the propagation Is complete, it may be possible either to 
develop an equivalent circuit for the whole winding, or a 
comprehensive theory by investigating the coupling of the 
various characteristics already obtained. This might 
possibly be done in the way outlined by Pierce.
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CHAPTER 8.
Wave propagation along transformer colls
1 * Low frequency behaviour
The next two chapters are devoted to an 
investigation of the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves along single layer transformer coils. In this 
chapter the effects of the core on the fields at low 
frequency are examined, and in the analysis, the coil 
is replaced by a sheath conducting in one direction.
The following chapter is concerned with the high frequency 
behaviour, the core being replaced by a cylinder of 
infinite conductivity.
8.1 Examination of the present theories
Many investigators of the recovery voltage of 
systems have given experimental data on the frequency 
dependence of transformer inductance. Fig* 5 shows a 
typical curve. This phenomenon is known, in general, 
to be the result of eddy currents. Hammarlund"^ mentions 
in his thesis, 1 Transient Recovery Voltage1, that it is 
possible to account mathematically for the decrease of 
inductance with frequency, and he refers the reader to
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-  IPa paper by Gosland and Dunne-1-^  for an attempt at an 
analytical approach to the problem.
Gosland and Dunne, in this paper, consider 
the transformer as part of a simple network, and show 
that the voltage transient will be of the form
V = A [L'a -  I_" ( | -  (1)
i ‘ i " ^where [_ and L 2 refer to the leakage inductance of
t 1
the transformers, L a varying with time, and i.z varying 
with frequency ^  , the natural frequency of the circuit.
i 1
Then they show that is made up of two components, a
constant gap inductance, and a copper inductance which
is a function of frequency. In this calculation the 
effects of eddy currents in the core are considered 
negligible.
Since the frequency dependence is due to eddy 
currents forcing the flux from the copper windings, it 
should follow that if a transformer has a large copper 
area, a large decrease of inductance would be expected,, 
Hammarlund has carried out frequency dependence tests on 
many transformers and he states that ’this tendency cannot 
be said to exist with certainty, although the low tension 
transformer curves point at such conditions’.
It is accepted by the author that a reduction
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of Inductance due to the displacement of flux from the 
copper will occur as the frequency increases, but this 
should be completed by a relatively low frequency. The 
author does not accept the reason given by Gosland for 
the continued reduction of inductance beyond this low 
frequency, as due to flux passing through the coil in 
an axial direction* This flux would result from a phase 
difference between the currents in adjacent turns« For 
a frequency of 10^ c/s the wavelength would be approxi­
mately 1,5 x 10^ meters, so obviously the phase difference 
would be extremely small.
It is, in fact, difficult to estimate the 
validity of Gosland* s analysis. This is because the 
physical nature of the phenomenon is not very clear. 
Gosland* s approach to the problem is based on the 
established concepts of power analysis. In that respect, 
it is wrong because it attempts to extend these concepts, 
valid under certain conditions, into a region where the 
conditions are not clearly understood. In the author’s 
opinion, before such assumptions are made regarding, as 
in the paper by Gosland, the paths of the flux and the 
effect of the iron, the true picture of the phenomenon 
must be established as rigorously as possible.
There have been two attempts at a rigorous
Ill
mathematical analysis of the problem of electromagnetic
no
waves in transformer windings. The first, by Rudenberg , 
replaced the core and the earthed secondary by concentric 
isotropic surfaces, and considered the winding as an 
infinitely thin sheath conducting in one direction only. 
Since, in a transformer, the radial distance between the 
core and the coil is small, the curvature was neglected, 
reducing the complexity of the problem. The results 
obtained from this analysis showed that the velocity of 
waves remained constant for all frequencies, while the 
surge impedance, sensibly constant up to a fairly high 
frequency, reduced slowly to zero as the frequency 
increased. This paper, though by no means providing 
a complete solution to the problem, does show the 
possibilities of the fundamental approach using Maxwell1s 
equation.
2 9A later paper by Poritsky, Abetti and Jerrard 
treated the problem from a similar approach, and the 
results of their analytical work show excellent agreement 
with measured data on a specially designed coil. This 
coil had two electrostatic shields inserted, one on each 
side of the coil. These were cut in a direction parallel 
to the coil axis to prevent eddy currents, and were assumed 
to represent the core and the secondary winding open
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circuited. Unfortunately, they do not show any measured 
results from actual transformers to confirm these 
assumptions. Also they have treated the effect of a 
magnetic core by considering the iron of infinite 
permeability, and then make the rather vague statement 
that the effective permeability of the iron core ( assumed 
In the work to be infinite) actually decreases with 
increasing frequency. A further point in their paper is the 
criticism of the assumption made by Rudenberg that the 
curvature could be neglected. They state, without any 
proof, that this assumption is incorrect. Apparently 
it has been based on the comparison of the relationships 
of the phase velocity and surge impedance. In their 
work they find that the phase velocity decreases as the 
frequency decreases, while Rudenberg finds that the 
velocity is constant. If they believe that the curvature 
produces this result they are quite wrong, because it can 
be shown that for an ideal case the phase velocity 
increases as the frequency approaches zero.
8.2 Statement of the Problem
The cross section of a typical single phase 
transformer is shown in Pig. 45. Since the effect of 
the frequency on the penetration of the field Into the
copper is known in general, it will be assumed in the 
analysis that the winding is of infinite conductivity.
Also, since here it is the effect of the laminated core 
which is being investigated, it is sufficient to consider 
the problem of a coil of infinite conductivity surrounding 
a laminated iron core, as shown in Pig. 46.
In the analysis the winding will be considered 
of infinite length. This permits a better insight Into 
the problem, since the natural modes of propagation and 
the wave impedances are obtained in the easiest way.
The problem is therefore like that of a coaxial 
line with, of course, different boundary conditions at 
fsCL and Pi L , Pig* 46. At C=. k> , the coil surface 
will be considered as a sheath conducting in one direction 
only, Fig. 47. This representation has been used in the 
reactance calculations of coils, and also in the mathe­
matical investigation of electromagnetic wave propagation 
along a helix. In the latter case, it has been shown 
that the results obtained using the sheath model compare 
favourably with those obtained from the more accurate 
representation of the coil by a tape.
The boundary presented by the iron core Is a 
much more difficult one to consider, and it may be helpful, 
at this stage, to examine the behaviour of a laminated
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core in a magnetic field. Considering, at first, a stack 
of laminations between two parallel current sheets, Figo 48 „ 
(The space between the laminations has been exaggerated).
The time varying currents flowing in the sheets will 
produce a magnetic field H , which may be considered as 
constant ait all points in the dielectric since the 
dimensions will be very small compared to the free space 
wavelength. This magnetic field, H , induces an eddy 
current flowing round the lamination cross section, the 
magnitude of which, is dependent on the penetration of 
the field into the metal, and therefore the frequency.
The ratio of the current, #iich can flow at a particular 
frequency, to the maximum current, has previously been 
derived (neglecting end effects) and is given by
Graphs of this ratio for various values of Taf are shown
in Figs, 49 , 50. It is seen that the current flow is
Coy/L |£>ol- /
| b  CL
(2)
where Xj. is the maximum current
and Co = angular frequency
yU a= permeability of the iron 
(j~= conductivity of the iron 
Sd - thickness of lamination
zero at zero frequency and increases to a maximum at 
infinite frequency. This current flows round each 
lamination cross section and since the thickness of the 
insulation between laminations is less than 10% of the 
metal thickness, then as far as the fields outside the 
core are concerned, it may be considered as a surface 
current. This surface current is zero at zero frequency, 
and reaches a maximum value at infinite frequency., At 
zero frequency, therefore, the core may be considered as 
a homogeneous anisotropic medium; in other words, a core 
made up of infinitely thin laminations; while at a high 
frequency the core behaves like homogeneous isotropic 
material.
8.3 Core as an anisotropic homogeneous medium
Now considering the actual problem at low 
frequencies with the assumption that the core is a 
homogeneous anisotropic medium, it can be seen from 
Fig. 46, that the physical structure is going to cause 
considerable analytical difficulties. The geometry of 
the boundaries immediately suggests the use of cylindrical, 
coordinates, while, on the other hand, the core is 
anisotropic in the directions x and y. Therefore, it 
is necessary at this stage to alter the physical set-up 
to permit a solution.
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Since the main feature of these laminations is 
the prevention of current flow in the 9 direction, 
considering the core non-conducting in the 9 direction 
instead of the X direction will not alter this condition, 
Fig, 46, This situation fits the coordinate system.
The Maxwell field equations ares-
„  as
V x  E. -+ 5+ =
S o  -l- (3)
Vx H - 57 = J
These can be expanded uistw'sep cylindrical coordinates 
I ^ > E q  S & r
r t o  ~ ^2. “  “ a+
b   __ b &©
'b Z. "€r ~ b i ,
1  1  //>c \  L r _ __ & & z
r r d * - &T
(4)
X bi^ Q j b Of»
^  ~  ' C j ' Z .  r  ^  d - f
— 1p - H z  /  J.
■az av~ _ ®  o-t-
1 i /'/■I \-L d_lr _ / 4 dT-?
It will be assumed in the following analysis 
that all field components vary as € / | < j o  4  o j  and
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that the field variation in the 9 direction is zero 
i.e. With this last assumption the field
equations(4) break up into two independent subsets.
For a homogeneous isotropic dielectric this
yields
e = ii*
H = (5a)
® T j '  5 V
and
Hr =
E _ _  JJS/ii .
© 2>r (5b)
The first set gives the components of the circular 
magnetic field (or T.M. Mode) associated with currents 
travelling in the Z direction* The second set (5b) 
describes the circular electric field (or T.E. Mode) 
associated with eddy currents flowing round the conductor. 
In this case, because of the boundary conditions at the 
coil surface, both sets must necessarily be present.
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Eliminating (4^  from the last equation in set
(5a) gives
i  b  (<■ rr‘ ■> -  X  ^  161
or
^  + r biTZ -  ^  E* = °  <7>& f *• r Z>y < *
This is Bessel’s equation with a solution
E ^  = A J c -4 S C ^ 2 ^  (8)
where and are the modified Bessel
functions.
Since, in a typical power transformer, the 
ratio of the space between the coil and core, to the 
diameter, will be small, then for this space equation (6) 
can be written approximately
—-z _ X  E -o o)
a r 1 * z
which has a solution
E_ - £ 4- IS, 6 (10)
This approximate form of equation (8) will be
used in the following analysis.
The other components of the T.M. mode are
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obtained from equation (5c) and are:
Er= [ d £ V - &<s~*2r] (ID
and
l~i q  ~  L. ^ — ■ s ■ 3 (12)
The components of the T.E. mode are obtained 
in the same manner and are:
I, ^  (13)H2 = C 6 .+ D £ *
i, i^-^r n (14)
^ — D f  ]
t- iL0/^2Es = - [_C€ - D f  i
In a similar way it is possible to write the 
field equations for the anisotropic core, describing the 
medium in terms of the various components of the permea­
bility, permittivity and conductivity. Introducing these 
into equations (4) gives?-
| tv- Eg, = -j u/Xf f-h 
- | ^ E r - | ^ -,■««>* ll® (l^
f  j U r Ee >  - i ^  ^
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( k. 140 = C<fc I ^   ^ r
" 1 ^  =- ftf© + I to 6 ^  £©
=• ( ti~z “*“ I 10 "^2. N
These yield for the equation 
l d f „ b £ 2 \ ^
lr ( < • ! ? ) =  F  ('r- (IV)
Now, in thise case,* (T = tfr and putting
p z = j'cu^e <rh 4 ^  —  I ^ sA q  <Tr (18)
equation (17) has a solution
E 2 = ClZa(f>r)+ H lct>(fr') (1 9 )
Since the field must be finite at <*-o then the second 
function cannot exist, so that
Ez.- q i l 0 (Tr) (isa)
The other components of the T.M» mode are
Er= f C ^ C p r )  : ue = f C X, ff rV (20)
In a similar way, the components of the ToEo 
mode can be obtained
H2 = P I : Mr=
(21)
E a - - J  r F  I, ($ r)
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where
U 2' . *• 2_
C = L  - <0 yU z (22) V* G?
For the insertion of the boundary conditions at 
the core surface it is sufficient to equate the radial 
impedances of each mode separately. These impedances 
are defined as
7  r E  _ - 7  r M =  _  1 ?  (23)
r W z ' r H-e-
Therefore, in the dielectric medium 2, these are
fc I C ^  -  P  €- (24)
A C  ‘ D  € "*rA JL
and
z r* %
rM _  ^3. £ 4 8 £ (25)
i'uj<= A ^ ~  &c"'a*r
In the core
TM f  ( fr)
r, " (JV r, (frl (26>
7  re- _  ^
Writing
Z
Tin A
(27)
(28)
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and
Z (29)
then from equations (24), (25) (27)
X>- M  • C <£• (30)
and g, = — P A - £ * (31)
where
r e
M =  Z  - Zr, (32)
Z ra4 Z r£
'i
and
r*» t m
n  _ Z  ~ ^  (33)
r tm __ T*nz + z f(
Since it is assumed the sheath is of infinite 
conductivity in the direction given by the angle ^ ,
Fig® 47, and that the current flows only in that direction 
then
El ^  5Tc**v. (j, -f- £> q  " o ( 34)
and (35)
}42 ^ 4- Cfio(^  n O
where (£ is the angle of the helix. Substituting for
the field components gives
r\ *a^
Ex -*• ,  ^ A £ "4* & £ ( rzc\
- ;w/*a C 6 V » _ * 6-*,b <36>
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and
^  ^ - U  =  — 2 C &  1 ^ ^  ^  (37)
h # iw 6 z &6-"7l,b
Eliminating A, 6> C } and D  from the equations (30), (31), 
(36) and (37) gives:
trj- „ fcV* ^  -7»*b
( ^ * 1 £ + M f  6 6 — P £ £ t 1 a\
U J "  6 ^ b- M  ^ V * ‘b ' 6 * ‘b+  P 6 * V  * * *  b
Writing b-a. =. d this becomes
( < * f k \ * _  C~M + M ^ id t ^ - P e ^
v “X* 1 ev _  m fe~7k*d ^ id+ p
If the values for M  and P are inserted, equation (39) 
can be vn?itten:
T*. T'rt’
o ~7 tw Z 'hzd + Zr,
w  V  =  ~ ^  ^ ------- ,
r Z V i V - ^ Z  W . V
4^
J _  7r(k u X J  + z T ^ X d
X Z TE Z ^ W v V  + Z f C ^ M  (39a)
m
7  •
re
Z‘—  Ww
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TV* -r-
T E
The terms 7- and 7 • correspond to the1—  £—  l/Vs
input impedance of, in this case, a radial transmission 
line, when the radial impedances at the core surface s.ct 
as load impedancese
Inserting typical values for the conductivity 
and permeability of the iron and dielectric in equations 
(26) and (28), it can be shown that
z r, ZZ z
Equation (39a) can therefore be written
V  =  w  ^  j («)
\ I*. > w ^ d + ^
When the arguments of the Bessel and hyperbolic functions 
are large, then
I, ( f a
> J j Ce>L 7\%d ^  ?iad
I 0( ? ^
and equation (40) becomes
=  i (4D
tv
When the arguments are small
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Got* 7\a ^
and equation (40) becomes
I + a _a
(42)
Pig. 51 shows the form of the complete relation­
ship between [y, and k , and Fig* 52 the' form of the relative
/ ^
phase velocity /e = “g . The effect of varying d. , the
distance between the coil and core, is also shown.
8.4 Core with laminations of finite thickness
Considering novir the core made up of laminations 
of finite thickness, the surface it presents is,periodic, 
being alternatively iron and insulation. Since the length 
of one period is very much smaller than the wavelength the 
core can still be considered as a homogeneous medium. The 
effect of the lamination thickness will be implicit in the 
relationship for the radial impedance of the core*
magnetic field has already been examined. It was shown 
how eddy currents were produced in these laminations, and 
that, as far as the magnetic field in the dielectric was 
concerned, these currents could be assumed to flow along
The behaviour of a stack of laminations in a
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the surface. The same phenomenon occurs in the core of 
a transformero These surface currents circulating around
the core produce a magnetic field in the core opposing that 
due to the current in the coil.
The magnitude of this magnetic field is obtained 
from the relationship
ti - T 
and equation (2), and is
field^ a relationship for the radial impedance of the 
core, it is helpful to consider the analogy of this 
problem with the transmission line. In this case, the
required to find, in this analogy, the load impedance when 
the load current Is known as a fraction of the load current
with the end short circuited.
From transmission line theory, the current at 
the load end
(43)
To include the effect of this varying magnetic
in
field component corresponds to the current, to
the voltage, to the characteristic impedance of the
T*t
line, 2  ) Z f to the load impedance, Z.u * It Is
^ i
r r
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where £ is the line length,
is the propagation constant, 
and is sending end voltage.
So that,
Z-L- c f e  [ V I< -
Now when 7 = o
u L
V* _ T*
r K =  ~  ■l *t
so that Vs = 1 ^  Z-o
and therefore
z f = z c u ^ K  [ r* ~ ']
(44)
The corresponding relationship for the radial 
impedance of the core is
Z r* =  z r6 w x . ^ d  [Iff - i]
( 45)
whe re
r  = ~
^Z-r
So far, no account has been taken of the 
T*£
original impedance, ) presented by the core when
it was assumed that no circulating current could flow.
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^ TG ^  re
These impedances,  ^ and may be
considered as acting in parallel, so that the total 
impedance presented by the core surface will be
r& re
7  FE _ Zr. x Zr,
-7 TE -,T£ (46)
Z-r ■+ Z ,
Substituting equations (27) - (29), ( 45) and (46) in 
equation (39a), gives after some rearrangement
_ A  r J h a  LT * (l~ a ^  + ^  ^~T^
(47)
Z'°
This equation cannot be solved rigorously for 
, but it is possible to obtain approximate solutions 
valid for the dimensions of the average power transformer. 
Prom Fig0 49, it is seen that beyond about 10® c/s "T^ - I 
so that equation (47) becomes
- 1 (48)
which is the same as equation (41) and reduces to the 
result
j r = ^
the result found by Rudenberg.
Below frequencies of about 10® c/s the arguments
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of the Bessel and hyperbolic functions are small, and 
equation (47) reduces to the quadratic in ^
-t- ld[d (i-r") +/* 1 aT]
- c e t V  k* [d(,-r) + ^ i « ]  = O  (49)
This equation is of the form 
a x.z ■+ l=> oc -+- c ~ o  ^50 ^
and normally the solution is taken as
OC « ~ Qc* ~  txx n/T- Uac. (5!)
However, since as CO tends to infinity (l-T') tends to
z
zero, the coefficient of the term Oc is approaching zero, 
the above solution is not valid. Dividing equation (50) 
by C 9 instead of by CL f and completing the square, the 
following solution is obtained which is valid for ex­
tending to zero,
— 2c
30 b ± 7 k * -  kac
The solution of equation (49) is therefore given by
,t aortV + > a a 1
L  =
(52)
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It can be shown that the second term under the square root 
is negligibly small so that
J.
x aA'ty iC £d(i-r)
^  =■  ^ d(l-T) + y U ± a . T
The first solution is trivial so that
/d(l-T) + A * *
i  = .  ±  Cgtif k  ■ J  d(l_ r) + yu 2 a .T  C5 3 >
Since for a transformer equation (53) becomes
1
L  = £  Ca*1/ k fzd r  (54)
It follows, therefore, that the relative phase velocity
oy = P-
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To evaluate the surge impedance it is necessary
to find the expressions for the voltage and current in the 
windings* The line integral of the electric field 
between the coil and the core gives the voltage \J at the 
point considered*
x
Prom the boundary condition
\\ ~ KK J
where J is a surface current, the component of the 
current flowing in the X direction
is related to the actual current j[ flowing in the 
turns by
where K, is the number of turns per unit length of the 
coil •
Thus
(67)
using equations (11) and 31)
I k. » *^ 2^  |
S O  \ /  =5. ” 2 A - G . *2, . 1 ^
A
(68)
(69)
(70)
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So at C - b
-r- ^7 I  ^ r _ .2^ d — ?i b> 1I  =• — i—  = r f ~  c. e * + M 6 fc (7i)K  cvd L J
using equations (30) and (13)
Therefore the surge impedance' is given by
7 _ V it s w n i j  £ (72)
£ c -  J. - KO=C(. € ^ d +  M  €-^d ' C
To obtain the ratio A/c is necessary to use equation (36h 
substituting the values for 6 and given by equations/ 
(30) and (31)^  and putting I ; so
A _ _ i«» M* ft**  e7^ -  m e ^
c " ^a e ^ -  e 7*
Therefore
-Tud
it . * 6 - M e  , .
=. -  *- C*» V- ■ 7* • I lOyiX, cotv- • 6 >xd+  M  €-T,2d Cl ^
which, on substitution for M  and iv from equations (32) 
and (53), becomes
JL, (^ a 1
t. , , , , >  I*C4«) + V  (,-t )
^  A  ^ ' • r + w t . V f ' - T )I o(^0-)
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For high frequencies when I — ^ I
1  f S  . (75)
C  \J € 2.
corresponding to equation (38) in Rudenberg* s paper.
For frequencies below about 10 6 c/s, and making 
the same approximations as before
d. f ^ E i ± t p .
* 1 v dO-T) +/L£ a T
(76)
It is useful to derive rigorous expressions 
for the self inductance I and capacitance C of the coil 
The wave velocity and surge impedance may be defined as
and so
In the frequency range o C f L lo £/i
(77)
/>■! K<j
I  ~ [ r +
gt (78)
^ —  Ivd
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Figure 53; shows the variation of phase velocity
with the frequency. This is due to the dispersion of
the field in the metal, an effect which decreases as the
frequency increases, till at frequencies beyond 10® c/s,
in this case, the field is confined to the dielectric,
and the waves travel along the wires with the velocity
of lighto The velocity at zero frequency is given from
j
equation (55) by this for a
—  *s
transformer core is of the order of 2-5'x io x .
In Fig. 54 the variation of attenuation with 
frequency is shown. It is seen that, for each lamination 
considered, the attenuation reaches a maximum at a 
particular frequency. This is due to the change of 
phase of the current density at different distances, in 
the lamination, from the surface.
Figs. 55 aid 56 show the change of surge impedance 
and inductance. The effects of dispersion are again 
clearly shown.
8.5 Conclusions
This analysis does indicate how the laminations 
affect the current flow in the core of a transformer, and 
how this influences the zero sequence inductance.
Currents in a homogeneous isotropic metal core would tend
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to flow round the core in the same helical direction as 
in the coil (different sign, of course)* With a laminated 
core, however, the magnitude of the component of that 
current in the 9 direction, Pig* 46, is determined by the 
lamination thickness, conductivity, and permeability, no 
current being able to flow at zero frequency, and the 
maximum current at infinite frequency* This varying 
constraint on the angular core current, and its field, 
produces the variation of inductance shown in Fig. 56.
It will be necessary to obtain experimental 
confirmation of the results obtained, e.g* the effect of 
lamination thickness, and justification for the alteration 
of the theoretical core made to facilitate the analysis.
It does appear that for frequencies beyond about 
10- c/s the laminated core can be considered as a 
homogeneous isotropic metal, so that in the examination 
of the high frequency behaviour of the transformer, the 
core may be considered as a homogeneous medium of infinite 
conductivity.
A determination of the effect of the laminated 
core on the positive sequence inductance will be of great 
value. This could be found rigorously from the analysis 
derived here by considering a finite coil with a source
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connected between the two ends. An approximate solution 
might be found by stating from the start that since no 
current 1^ can. flow in the core, there can be no component 
at the core surface.
Further theoretical work could also be carried 
out to include the effects of coils of finite thickness 
and conductivity and the metal tanks.
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. CHAPTER 9,
Wave propagation along transformer coils
2. High frequency behaviour
9,1 Introduction
The first transformers put into commission were 
designed according to the requirements of power operation. 
However, faults in the windings produced by surges forced 
an investigation of the transient behaviour of windings, 
and, as a result, the design requirements for such 
operation have become an important consideration*
The understanding of this phenomenon, described 
in terms of the circuit parameters, is generally considered 
to be almost complete (e.g. the capacitive initial 
distribution for a winding subject to a rectangular wave 
is accepted as correct). The author will attempt to 
show that the basis of the assumptions made is not very 
sound, and that a reinvestigation of the whole phenomenon 
would- be valuable .
The problem is then tackled in three different 
ways, first using the circuit equations and making no 
assumptions regarding the limitations of the coupling,
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and then using integral equations to include the effects 
of retardation,, Although both of these analyses are 
incomplete, it is found that they contain an arbitrary 
factor which can only be resolved by a consideration of 
the source. For this purpose, the problem is then tackled 
using Maxwell1s field equations, considering the winding 
as a sheath conducting in only one direction and the core 
as an infinitely conducting cylinder. Although the work 
on this last section is not complete, the general result 
obtained indicates the presence of a fast wave, which may 
account for the well-known instantaneous voltage distribu­
tion along coils.
9.2 Development and discussion of the present 
theories of wave propagation
In the original attempts to visualise and 
determine the transient phenomena in transformers, the 
winding was considered as differing little from a smooth 
transmission line with self-inductance and capacitance„
This conception of a winding did not explain why surges 
caused the breakdown of windings within the first few 
turns, and so about 1914 various theoretical investigations 
were carried out and several papers published in Germany 
and America. The theories propounded then have formed
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the basis of all further work on this problem. As Weed 
said in his paper in 1915:
nThese questions have been the subject of special 
investigations, with the result that a new epoch in 
transformer design has been initiated based on a better 
knowledge of the physics involved."
In this original work, the transformer was 
considered as a network of lumped inductances and 
capacitances, Pig. 57, and Wagner^ was the first to show 
that the response of the network to a steep fronted surge 
could be divided into three periods*
(a) an initial period when the voltage distribution 
would be determined by the capacitive network,
(b) a transient period, and
(c) a final period when the voltage would be determined 
by the inductance distribution.
The transient period is the transition from 
the initial to the final, and takes the form of damped 
oscillations. These can be expressed by a Fourier series, 
thus giving the solution the name ’Standing Wave Theory’.
It has been developed by Bewley^O and Makin*^*, using the 
Duhamel integral, to find the response to different t /^pes 
of wave, and by many other investigators to tackle more 
complicated windings.
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A later theory developed by Rudenberg^, called 
the ’Travelling 'Wave Theory’, considers first of all, an 
infinite winding with an equivalent circuit as Fig. 57*
The voltage and current distribution is obtained from the 
solution of two partial differential equations, and is in 
the form of travelling waves for frequencies below, and 
an exponential distribution for frequencies above, a 
critical frequency. The response of a finite winding is 
obtained by considering the reflections from the termination 
as in transmission line theory.
A comparison of the two theories will be given 
later. For the moment, it will be interesting to consider 
briefly the development of the theories and the difficulties 
which appeared.
The original theories published in 1914 were 
not supported by any detailed experimental evidence, for 
it was not until the 1920’s that cathode ray tube techniques 
were developed. These investigations merely sought to 
explain why a transformer winding should tend to break 
down within the first few turns, and on that basis, the 
theories produced were quite adequate.
With the development of the cathode ray oscillo­
graph, investigators were induced to attempt more compre­
hensive analyses, and it was natural that these should
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develop from the original work. However, they soon found 
difficulty in interpreting the various parameters of the 
circuit in terms of the actual structure and, as a result, 
various slightly divergent theories have been produced.
(For an account of these different theories the reader is 
referred to a paper by P i r e n n e ^ S  W k 0  examines the 
approximations involved in each, and shows how they are 
all derived from, a single comprehensive theory.)
The first assumption that is made and accepted 
by all investigators is that the voltage distribution at 
high frequencies is determined by a capacitive circuit.
The evidence for such a conclusion is not direct9 for 
there is no published account of any high frequency 
measurement of transformer impedance. It has been 
deduced from the oscillographic evidence of an instantaneous 
distribution of voltage along a winding, subject to steep 
fronted surge. Now it is possible to explain this 
distribution as the result of a fast attenuated wave, and 
this would be a physically possible solution. Of course, 
it can be argued that the instantaneous distribution 
produced by the capacitive circuit is merely an approxima­
tion of the fast wave, but before such a representation 
can be accepted implicitly, it is necessary to have more 
knowledge of the limits in which it is valid.
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Another difficulty is in the meaning of the 
Inductance of the coil. This is due to the fact that 
the inductance value is, in one sense, dependent on a 
knowledge of the current distribution along the winding. 
Since this presupposes, at least, a knowledge of the form 
of the solution, the difficulties are obvious.
In the same connection, the assumptions regarding
the paths of the transient flux are numerous. For example,
0 4 PSFruhauf^ and Pirenne think that the core flux common
to all turns, is important; Blurne, Boyajian*^, and
Bewley*^, consider the transverse flux between elements
of the winding to be. of primary importance; while
R u d e n b e r g ^  emphasizes the axial flux.
The extent of the coupling between turns or 
coils is another aspect of the same problem about which 
there appears to have been no rigorous investigation.
In all the theories developed so far, the capacitance 
network is made up of capacitances between turns or coils 
and earth, and between adjacent turns or coils. The 
coupling between a turn and turns beyond the adjacent, is 
neglected. On the other hand, the equivalent inductance 
is not represented simply as an interturn Inductance, but 
is given usually as some function of the total leakage 
inductance of the winding, and includes the effects of
14-3
inductive coupling between one turn and all other turns.
To limit the capacitive coupling to adjacent turns, but 
to consider inductive coupling between many turns, is a 
considerable assumption to make without adequate proof.
The basis of this is probably the conception of the core 
as a medium of infinite permeability*
The fundamentals of the two theories, ’The 
Standing Wave Theory’ and ’The Travelling Wave Theory’, 
have already been described breifly. In a recent book, 
’Transformer Engineering’, Blume and Boyajian criticised 
severely the ’Travelling Wave Theory’ of Rudenberg, on 
the basis that ’’experiment does not exhibit a rectangular 
wave front progressively advancing along the winding turns”. 
This is a strange statement for, in fact, there has been 
considerable evidence obtained for nearly rectangular 
wavefronts, e.g. Makin’s thesis*^; This view of the 
problem is probably based on their conception of the 
whole transformer winding as a connection of lumped 
capacitances and inductances. It forgets the physical 
nature of wave propagation and the structure of a coil 
which, in fact, lends itself to a travelling wave approach. 
The two theories are actually equivalent from a 
mathematical point of view, for the standing wave solution 
is a particular solution of the more general travelling
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wave solution, taking in account sortie further boundary 
condition, in this case, the impedance at the end of the 
winding. The reason for the divergence of the theories 
is partly due to the simplification and approximations that 
are made. The standing wave solution, although in its 
original form, not as rigorous in its derivation, does lend 
itself to a more reliable approximate solution. This is 
because approximations are made by considering only a 
finite number of terms of an infinite series. In other 
words, the approximation is an arithmetical or mathematical 
one, whose reliability is accurately known. On the other 
hand, in the travelling wave solution some physical 
condition may be assumed such as, that the coil length 
does not affect the initial distribution of voltage. This 
is not an assumption which can be relied upon since the 
conditions may vary from coil to coil, and over the 
frequency range. For a rigorous approach of this problem, 
the reader is referred to Makin’s thesis.
In Makin*s thesis there is also some criticism 
of Rudenberg’s work. First he criticises him for 
neglecting the effect of the core on the lower frequencies, 
1 an inadmissible approximation*. In the thesis Makin 
considers that for frequencies less than 5 Kc/s the core 
produces a linear distribution of voltage. He does not
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indicate how this frequency is decided, and it appears that 
in his calculations of the voltage response of the coil to 
surges, this effect has been neglected. Then he writes 
that Rudenberg ’mixes the standing wave and travelling 
wave solutions because the standing wave method only accepts 
very definite frequencies, whereas the travelling wave method 
accepts all frequencies’. No matter what type of solution 
is used, the transformer must accept and react to all 
frequency components of a wave.
toother of Makin’s criticisms shows the confusion 
which can exist when an equivalent circuit approach is used. 
Makin is suggesting that the travelling wave solution may 
be valid but points out that, from a physical point of view, 
a wave travelling along the winding should have a finite 
velocity. Rudenberg showed that when a rectangular wave 
was applied to a coil, there was an instantaneous 
distribution of voltage along it. According to Makin 
this violates the physical condition mentioned above)but, 
of course, the use of an equivalent circuit of lumped 
elements representing, for example, the coupling between 
turns implies that the time for a signal to travel from 
one turn to the other though the capacitance, is negligible. 
A lumped circuit representation m i l  only be valid if that 
condition is fulfilled.
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9.3 Wave propagation along a. coll using 
Kirchoff’s equations
kt first the general problem of a coil of n turns 
with interaction between all turns, will be considered.
It is assumed that both the core and the coil are of 
infinite conductivity.
If one considers the voltages and currents* on 
the conductors at points cut by a line parallel to the 
coil axis, Pig. 53, then the similarity between this problem 
and that of a multi conductor line over an earth plane is 
obvious. One can therefore write down the voltage current 
relationships of all conductors '
- ^  = Q-] at ^  (1)
- I . W - W i t e l  (2)
where and (C ) are column matrices for the voltages and
currents on-all the conductors, and where and fc] are
square symmetrical matrices of rank n of the inductance 
and capacitance coefficients respectively. Now the 
inductance and capacitance matrices are related to Maxwell’s 
coefficients by the equations
(3)
14r
(4)
whe re U^is the velocity of light in the dielectric.
Substituting for and CPl in equations (1) and (2),
and eliminating the column matrix (i) gives
travels along the wires with the velocity of light, and 
also that this velocity is independent of any condition 
imposed upon the values of the voltages on adjacent 
conductors.
indication of the periodic nature of the structure. This 
is shown best if the coil is split along the line parallel 
to the axis, and the core considered as a plane* Since
the electromagnetic state must be the same at both edges 
of the coil, the representation may be repeated in both
(5)
where [p] is the unit matrix
If the voltages vary as £ 
of equation (5) can be written
j uii
then the solution
(6)
This solution indicates that the voltage wave
In the above relationships there has been no
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directions. In this way the entire'Kj,^ plane In Pig. 59 
is covered with a lattice of spaced conductors. It has 
already been shown that waves in the direction x along the 
conductors travel with the velocity of light, so that the 
wavelength of a sinusoidal signal In that direction must 
always be related to the frequency by the equation ^ = ^c/_^ 
However, because of the periodic nature of. the structure 
there is some ambiguity concerning the wavelength in the 
direction , and hence the velocity of propagation along 
the coil.
The physical meaning of the ambiguity in the 
wave length may be seen from Pig. 60. The crosses give 
the voltage at points on the conductors, say along the 
line £ = 0  . Through these positions, three possible
sine waves have been drawn, and all three waves give eqa ally 
good descriptions of the wave motion, as far as the voltages 
at these points are concerned. The solid line gives the 
fundamental and represents a wave travelling in the 
direction'i? with a phase velocity equal to 9 where
Cis the velocity of light in the x direction, and (/- is 
the angle of the coil, Pig. 59. It has, therefore, a wave 
number given by
[ - —  (?)_ C CSuv.^ ,
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The dashed curve, on the other hand, corresponds to a wave
l  2 . I T  i 2 T T
number of k 0 + and. the dotted curve to ^  where
d-is the circumference of the coil* It is obvious that 
the solid and dashed curves must propagate in the same 
direction, while the dotted curve propagates in the opposite 
direction. There is, in fact, no restriction to the 
possible number of sine waves which can pass through these 
points and, in general, the wave number for propagation in 
the 'tj direction is
I / 3 IVL // t r\ \
U  =■ Lo + Ji (8)
A plot of against frequency given by L0 ~ for
different values of m is shown in Pig. 61. It is noticed
khow for any value of m the phase velocity can change
from - oo to -f oo while the group velocity, given by the 
slope of the lines remains either i  (/,
The solution for the voltage distribution In the 
direction will therefore be of the form
KW r - OD
so that for a complete solution it will be necessary to 
take into account the source and the type of signal it 
generates.
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9,4 Wave propagation along coils using the
complete circuit equations
So far, no account has been taken of the finite
velocity of wave propagation between turns. It has been 
implicit in the conception of inductive and capacitive 
coupling that these retardation effects are negligible0 
In attempt was made to find a solution to the problem 
taking this into account*,but it has not been possible„
It is interesting, however, to consider the method used 
and the difficulties involved, for it enables the definition 
of the various regions in which the retardation and coupling 
are negligible.
to solve the problem of propagation along helical coils. 
When conductors in a medium occupy only a small proportion 
of the total volume it is permissible to replace the system 
of conductors by phantom currents flowing in the dielectric. 
Then for the space occupied by the conductors Fowler showed 
that the potentials and currents must satisfy the equations
The method employed was that developed by Fowler‘S
where <() = scalar potential
^ = current
6^  = conductivity of conductor.
and Xj and f are as shown in Fig. 62. Equations (10) 
constitute what Fowler has called the complete circuit 
equations. The similarity to the transmission line 
equations is evident.
The main snag in the application of these 
equations to an ideal transformer coil is the presence of 
the core. (Fowler in his paper examines the natural modes 
of single and double helical structures). It might be 
imagined that a coil with a core could be treated as the 
double helical structure, Fig. 63, considering the inside
helix as the image of the coil. However, this is not so
because the core shields one side of the coil from the 
other. In an open structure,- a current at a point' &]
Fig. 6#, influences the voltage at b as .a result of a wave 
travelling along the straight line ab.
If, however., It is possible to consider the coil 
fla.ttened out as in Fig0 59, then the interaction with the 
images does not violate the effect of the screening. The
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winding will therefore be considered as an infinite series 
of parallel conductors. Applying equation (10) to give 
the potential and current along the n^^1 conductor (consider 
ing a coil of infinite turns), and neglecting losses
s
p=-*o — £
where refers to the number of conductors from the n^ *1,
and the number of image conductors from the nt5lo The
range of integration is determined by the relative diameter 
of the core and coil. Since the interaction can only take 
place along straight lines, the limit will be when this 
line becomes a tangent to the core, Fig. 64.
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Since the conductor is the image of
conductor then
A I*, -f |E>~ ^ ± jo ^
Assuming that the solution is of the form
fi
(12)
(j) =. ^  -Cy^jo. - | ( k, )C —  ujt)
JL = I  . - j ( k y  -  ^
equation (11) becomes
iky
6  ds
0 2 )
, L , V f r i'K “ h IL«,
= \l J«
j»= -o&
-s>
Since
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and f. , i - f .j
equations (13) can be written
S
LJ e 'k^ K e"lfer^ ' -i ifc.*4. IT K —  “ —  \£ c/s
] < - , S
f ■! — ' , ,k,
rw r »v*
Y  (r  € lferk,K*i’ jU -i
-£
Eliminating i[ and ■Tk from equation (14) get as before 
from equation (6).
L=. ±  J<y*-
showing again that waves of all frequencies travel along 
the wires with the velocity of light*
Now, since
(15)
—  I ( <£*) + d
*** * <3 + [i-et
15 5
where £ = distance between turns 
CL - radius of conductor 
t = distance between coil and core
as in Pig* 65, then as j=> increases tends to
It is therefore possible to estimate the rate of 
convergence of the sum in equations (14), and, for an 
approximate solution of the equations, to select the terms 
which contribute most to the sum. This means that a zone 
in which coupling is important can be defined.
It is also possible to define a region in which 
the retardation effects are negligible. The argument of 
the exponential functions in equations (14) is
k {d ~ c 1 vv,+ Is (16)
When this is very small, i.e. for small k) and f , the 
exponential function approaches unity. This has been 
defined by King as the near zone, and within it the 
parameters of inductance and capacitance can be used* The 
reader is referred to King’s book, page 402, for further 
information on these frequency and distance limits.
No general solution has been found for these 
equations. Its form, however, would be similar to that 
obtained in section 9.3, with the arbitrariness due to the
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periodicity still present. Also there would be, as before, 
considerable difficulty when considering a coil with a 
finite number of turns, due to the end .effects..' -This 
particular problem has been tackled, in general, for a 
periodic structure by Brillouin^
9.5 Sheath model of coil
Both analyses have shown that to obtain a 
complete solution, the type and position of the source 
has to be considered. In the case of a transformer this 
implies a knowledge of how the connection to the coil is 
made. Two different connections which might produce 
different results are shown in Fig. 66.
There are two methods of attacking this problem.
The first would use an approach similar to that described
in section 9.4. The methods are those developed for the
50 51study of aerials and other high frequency networks. 9
The other method, which is the one used here, is 
to find a solution of Maxwell1s differential equation 
satisfying the boundary conditions. Rudenberg^ and 
Poritsky, Abetti and Jerrard^ have already considered 
the problem in this way. They have, however, both neglected 
the periodic nature of the coil and the effect of a source.
In both cases the coil was considered as a homogeneous
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sheath conducting in one direction only. This, of course, 
is a considerable simplification of the problem, since the 
inte attorns pacing Is neglected and any possible flow of 
current across a turn prevented. These factors, as will 
be shown, do not appear to be vitally important to the 
phenomena^ the coupling and retardation effects between 
different sections of the winding remain, being implicit 
in the solution of Maxwell’s differential equations.
A considerable amount of work has been carried 
out recently on the problem of the propagation of electro­
magnetic waves along a helix, in connection with the 
development of the travelling wave tube. The original 
analyses were formulated using the sheath model mentioned 
above, first neglecting the periodicity of the structure,
, and then later including it. Various other 
attempts at a more accurate analysis were published about 
1950. Sollfrey^l, for example, introduced a set of helical 
coordinates to make the inclusion of a finite wire diameter 
possible. However, the wave equation in helical 
coordinates cannot be solved using a separation of variables 
technique, and so only an approximate result could be found 
for the fundamental mode. Fowler’s analysis has ’already 
been mentioned in section 9.4. He developed expressions 
for what he called partial Inductances and capacitances,
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but he did not tackle the problem of a source.
In a thesis, Sensiper 32 introduced the tape 
helix, Fig* 67. This is developed from the sheath model 
by considering the tape current as an infinite sum of 
sheath currents of varying amplitude, as in a Fourier 
series. To obtain a complete solution the current 
distribution across the tape has to be assumed, and 
Sensiper has considered two cases
(a) when the tape width is large compared with the 
inter turn spacing,
(b) when the tape is narrow compared with the 
interturn spacing.
In case (a) current flow across the tape was 
permitted. Sensiper showed that results from both did 
not differ greatly, and also that they compared favourably 
with the results obtained from the sheath model* It 
appears, therefore, that the use of a sheath model is 
fairly justifiable.
Sensiper appears to be the only investigator 
who has, so far, considered the presence of a source*
The results from the source-free case are, of course, very 
valuable, yielding the natural modes of propagation, and 
giving a good idea of the behaviour of the structure.
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However, as has been shown, it is important in the 
transformer problem to consider the source and the types 
of modes it can generate. In Sensiper’s thesis it is 
mainly the simple helix which is considered and the source 
is placed in a gap in the infinite coil* The source, in 
this case, will be connected between the coil and the core*
In previous analyses28* 2^ , the coil has been 
considered as an infinitely thin sheath between the core 
and the casing. For the purposes here, all the relevant 
information can be obtained with an infinitely conducting 
coil and core, by assuming that the coil extends to 
infinity in the radial direction, Fig* 46. The extension 
of the sheath in the radial direction is not important, so 
long as it is stated that all the current returns by the 
core and not partly, or wholly, by any external conductor.
To simplify the analysis slightly, by replacing 
Bessel functions by circular and hyperbolic functions, the 
coil will be split along a line parallel to Its axis, and 
flattened out on the x, z plane, Fig. 68. The electro­
magnetic fields will now be periodic In the direction x. 
This simplification was first used by Rudenberg28, and it 
seems fairly justifiable at this stage.
Because of the infinite conductivity of the core 
and coil the problem is therefore to find a solution of
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the wave equation in the dielectric, satisfying certain 
boundary conditions. The wave equation in cartesian 
coordinates is
&2<j> b <f> (j) &
57* + + *** = °  U7)
whereyU and e are the permeability and permittivity of
the dielectric respectively, and (j> is any field component
It will now be assumed that all the field 
components vary as
- - I ( k. z-fo^X —  lO't ) (18)
where ol - ^  ^ varying from to
and = circumference of coil*
Equation (18) becomes
^  = °
where
jb = (v. -t - £
(19)
(20)
and has a solution
<f> =  f|6 + ^  ■+• &  6 (21)
Since four of the six field components can be written in
terms of the other two, and since <f> may represent any one 
of these components)then
=■ h £  -f~ c> &  (22)
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b-y _ k y
14z - C 6 r + E> 6 r 7 (23)
and the other components can be evaluated from the 
equations
E* -
X  
- P * ( i'vu +  i
Hy -
i
n 2 ( iw e
^ E z _
Gy ' k  t ->
e y
X
- p  j_ ( |w/*
6 WZ
$y , k. ■*-')
x
- p z ( i10 6
S £ z
OV
1 k  ^ ) 
5 7  '
where
P * =  C -  k Z (25)
Prom equations (22), (23) and (24)
|jy
Ey = p* “ I lO/A^ O 6 + J^( 26)
Uy = p ^ j W ^ A  + otkc) J (27)
E y= pijjyU’OtC'- jhf>A) j ^  6)6 ^V ] (28)
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The constants k, B, C and D will be determined
from the boundary conditions. These are
(i) at y = 0, £, - £ z '-o
(ii) at y = a, since it is assumed that the conductivity 
of the sheath in the direction given by the angle ,
Pig. 68, is infinite, and that no current can flow across 
the conductors, then the electric and magnetic fields in 
direction given by ^  are zero, i.e.
E* + E S W  ^  = o
>i n c ' (30)H y  On> I /,  - f  W z  S - a x a .  ^  -  O
Condition (i) serves to eliminate the constants B and D
so that
E 2 = fl £y 
W ^  — c CoL. |t>v
E  x  =  2^ (o( k. f l  -  j I a J / a .  j b e )  jo y
(31)
=• ( I ‘O   ^ A G&L/*'/
=1 ~ a ( iO/4<* C 4- / L£> lQ) ^>y
A. factor 2 has been neglected.
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Inserting equations (31) in (30) get for condition (ii)
z (ot k, fl - | I* C ") SamJ^ Jp a on y, -f ^ y = O
(32)
~pi( I ^6 ft + t i k c )  Cd^Lfca Or*y -f CCr^Ljoa S*k,</ ~ o
__ i
Therefore, from (32), provided P =£ O  it follows that
(j) O ^ + W i / ,  = |f{d
ft) SuwJujbd = o (33)
(3) C<Q^ >_^ »CL ~ O  •
These three conditions determine the natural 
modes of the helix, and each will be examined in turn,
(1) The natural helical modes
Condition (i) gives, what may be called, the 
natural helix modes. The equation has three solutions
(a.) k = k
I ( 34)
O') L = (°^
GO L = s L t  (tf k )= k t
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The first solution may be regarded as trivial since to 
obtain equations (33) it was assumed that P ^ O  i*e, k  
from equation (25). This spurious root results from the 
order of analysis, by beginning with the wave equation and 
then deriving the field components.
The modes (b) and (c) are similar to those 
obtained earlier In section 9.3 and 9.4 for propagation 
along wires. Inserting (b) and (c) In equations (32) 
gives for
f c,= + i
The general solution for these modes is obtained by
/
substituting for Q  in equation (31) and taking the sum 
of all the bt components, thus
o»
ez = £  (A,Wk|D,v e'ka+
cl -- oO
*£>
^Z= ^  (A|Co^. ^'2- j,-j(<x*-u)t)
—oC>
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be
Z(-AM|tte"|k,z+ f»,v s'1'1* )e*/..
-~o£>
oO
-(*=>
x
where I3/ ~ ( L i ~ k )
* u fe*)and Pjl 2
Before the complete solution for these modes 
can be found, two further boundary conditions are necessary 
It will be convenient first, however, to derive expressions 
for the voltage between the core and the sheath, and for 
the current in the sheath.
The line integral of the electric field 
between the coil and the core gives the voltage V at the 
point considered, thus
V = ( Ev dy.
o
■  |  (1^  * + - i
"°
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The current in the sheath I is related to the magnetic field 
at the surface by the vector relationship
W — K- * J
where J is the current density
Therefore _ j~ _ £
( - fy c to i.f .a f ' ' +  H2 0Uf>3a <?~ ' * W - i & t f - . o t
Cm)
Comparing these equations with the ordinary transmission 
line equations, the main difficulty is that, in this case, 
the A-^  and terms can represent waves travelling in both 
directions, and under certain conditions, in the same 
direction. It is therefore not possible to separate, in 
the general case, positively travelling waves from 
negatively travelling waves.
Suppose now that at 2- 0  the voltage and 
current are known, supplied from some external source 
which produces no disturbance. They can be represented 
by the Fourier series
oO
V c . C x . o ' )  =  /  e*ip .- \ U t - u £ )
-.o (40)
00
l 0 ( X l o )  -  ^  r o ( c * , c A  -  j (** ~ U i t  )
~*o
1S7
These ,two conditions serve to eliminate the constants A. 
and Equations (38) and (39) become after some
rearrangement, considering a particular solution
1
V (°f, Z') f  [ ^0 (<*,0  ^ j>2a 4. Z0(o£, o) l^t
V 6
jp^ Q. -J k-.'Z 
* ~  - 6  
ra
fro
£Lloi.z)- /-
^ ‘ Iv0(^coi/>aA- r 0(rf,oW^
Sxa1Zs.|?|Q.
+ Votfl/'ojCvU^ oi +■ Z 0(o/,o) ~~pt 1 ^
~ K  ' 6
M
where
ft = ^ l b a . Oal^a. + ~ ^ ' a c<n^ - h 0(- C43)
For the complete solution, it is now necessary 
to state the voltage or current at some other point along 
the coilo Two cases will be examined.
( a) Semi-infinite coil
It is not possible, as in the ordinary transmission 
line theory, to separate the two boundary conditions by 
considering the wave travelling outwards. This is because 
of the ambiguity of wave direction. The method employed 
is to connect an impedance at a distance £ along the
coil, and then examine the input impedance as £ tends to 
infinity.
This input i mp£danbetdsb<£ound to be
7  • - Vo Oa o I
uw'* T f \loUiO)
( 4 4)
i I _  Sam^Lq /, . -2i^o-£
L  ■ t I c U h °  + li. T T  ____ -
L
h
U  t>. K  {l~* 1
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~  i'oC^
It Is noticed that the term £ has cancelledc
So far, no account has been taken of the losses, 
which in an actual coil must be presente Their effect is 
to make the value of |v0 complex instead of real, and so 
It follows that if 4 tends to infinity the exponential 
term in equation (44) would tend to zero. With these
conditions equation (44) now becomes for u)
y  _ Vo ly_ ( 45 )
— O
and for —  u* oJ
*7 _
L— vkv Q
For o/~0 these equations reduce to
—j  [ M  is^ L  L0 &
L- ia-v. v  ^
which corresponds to the equation Rudenberg28 derived. 
Graphs showing the variation of impedances with frequency 
and c/. are drawn in Fig. 69.
Substituting for T from equation (45) in (41)
o
get for -t-’o*
V  Id, Z) = V0 (<0) (46)
and for — oo
V  U ,  z )  =  V0 ( d , o )  €
- it z
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so that the complete soluti on for the natural helix modes 
on a semi-infinite coil is
oO
=: \  y  (oi|0,w') ~ i ( ivZ*ody (f4! ^
/ —I
Oi-'-QO
If the problem is to find the response of the 
coil to a surge V('ac,o1-0 then using the Fourier integral 
to represent the surged ?°
V(^,0,w') = <^<L ( £ cU I V(x,0,i) £ |U> di (48)
-<t -Ao
the voltage along the coil is
kO
60
V *  ( - jCkz
V(*,z,4h ^  I V(o‘iOiwl 6 dto. (49>
Since the voltage distribution for -t-vR Z. is given by 
a wave travelling in a positive direction, and
V-k = sc*v(l ( ^ ^
it follows that
for + 0* ui k. 7 o and so <1
and for — uj L  O and so ^ ^4-oZcd^^
for all values of oC,
This means that on an k  ol plane there must be
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forbidden regions, corresponding roughly to the pass and 
attenuation bands of a filter. These are shown in 
Fig* 70o Since the general solution contains positive 
and negative values of , if the mode of propagation is 
such that one of the ot values lies within a forbidden 
region, then the distribution in the X direction is 
determined by a travelling wave; if both values lie 
outside, then the distribution is a standing wave.
For waves travelling in a positive direction
equation (49) is written
o
- 1 ( L t z -  c o t )
Vf<X,0,co)^ C(lb
60
V (*,*.0 = /  H
-JoCoo'^.l
2 - u i )  J  _ j c l y  
/ o i c i r >  V -1
Cso)
-  j
_  gD-00 r I l\
-  j t k z Z - cAjt i b  _  joJx
+  \^ \( (°t\ 0 | co) £  ctuj  ^ £
e)
The function V(o/,0 may be written as VCoho") .
Now since any distribution of voltage at 2 =0 ) as for
example in Fig. 71, will be given by an even function
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of x , then it follows that
V(yvoh •=
Further, since for the application of a unit function 
at Z-0 , V(uO - |tj then one can write
(51)
Equation (50) can therefore be written
oo
_ y ' LV(*VZ.i) =
|'kv
V fa,0,(0^  6 £ < * < 0  4-
-  o ( C o  V
duj
- Cvt, 4
+ \ V Co/,0,u>} 6
-I
OO
-  j‘o6jf 
£ C^J .
— oO
- 2  / V K o )  
6
oo
r
k)
S a a \. ( k z Z 4 o / * - l o O  •
-  £>m. ( k z Z+ ol+ -ujtr ) ok) > (iT^)
tO
—  oO
-j-jP £ the coordinate along the coil then from Fig# 68
Z  » £ -- ( (53)
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and so from equation (34) the argument of the sine function
distribution along the winding, due to a step function 
applied at 2 - 0  , is the difference of two waves, a step
function travelling along the wire with the velocity of 
light, and a wave represented by the finite sine integral 
also travelling along the wire with the velocity of light. 
For each ^  component of the applied voltage function this 
has a cut off frequency given by
Therefore equation (52) can be written
Saaa. U) ( ^
olGn>V
(.
6 O
From this equation it follows that the voltage
-g = oi (Uroy. =  n  Cre)/.
Propagation along the coil axis will therefore
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be of waves travelling with velocities c tow. ^  and 
because of the period nature of the coil, each ol component 
of the applied wave will be modulated at a frequency .
In important conclusion from this' analysis is 
that the distribution of voltage along the coil, for waves 
travelling in the helix modes, is independent of the 
position of the core#
(b ) Finite coil short circuited at the end
It is assumed, in this case, that at Z - ^  ^he 
voltage is zero for all X .
The input impedance given by equation (44) 
becomes with Z^ = o
Y,
IP / _  (56)
6 k#________ U-j____ __________ _______
(\,q B k2a -Zik0{
‘ k + C * * ™ '  *"1 ^ k, ^
Substituting for X 6 equation (41) get after some 
manipulation
V(oc) Z, u)) = ( k0z } +
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+ 2 7 V6(3/,o,um
(57)
* f - ---------------^2------  / , j p
i^ kLiai + -taMXkza \C*>k2z-On>^\X- 
k-i ^ 2 .
On>o( y
The response to a surge can be found using
equations (48) and (49). In this case, there will be 
no restriction on wave direction.
accomplished, but some general conclusions can be derived. 
First of all, it is seen that the voltage distribution 
is dependent on the function M c M  t in other words, on 
the method of application of the surge to the coil. It 
appears also that the distribution is dependent on the 
distance between the coil and core. This result differs 
from that obtained for the infinite coil, and so it would 
follow that one cannot use the results of an infinite 
winding to determine the voltage distributions along a 
finite winding. The results of the infinite winding would, 
of course, hold for a surge until the reflected wave 
returns from a term.ina.ti on.
The simplification of equation (57) has not been
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The wave,guide modes (2*) (3^,
The other modes still to be considered are given 
by the equations (33) 
g .'i f> 0 . - 0
(S) CflO-lv. ^ Cl - O
( 2-) From equations (33) it follows that
This equation indicates the similarity between this mode 
and the usual waveguide modes. It follows from equation
(59) that there can be no propagation until
(58)
where m is any integer between - and °°
Therefore from equation (20)
(59)
(60)
Below this critical frequency is imaginary, and the 
wave is attenuated.
The field components are found by substituting 
in equation (32) and finding C in terms of f)
(51)
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where r, 2r, = kl- k*
So that from equations (31)
r _ v'co (f. +• U,3 Saaa. (/, A
^ = ■ (6i)
and
i]  0O£ cm* <4,________ « ji
H 7 — . - M R  c«o q o
z oikomy 4 n 2- L ‘-I (62)
(i$i) Similarly from equations (33) it follows that
h  i aL ~ * (63)
where S is any integer except zero between -<o and+ so
Therefore, from equation (20)
. 2  1 2 / #vTT\ , Si7\A 1 2 .
k- = k “ CoT' 3^a ^  55 (64)
The relationship between C and (9 is now
(65)
^ io/<rcov H v '
and so from equations (31)
(«< W ( f -  k u ) flc^r y (66)
and * •
o/i,* c«v + n« ^ ,, „II .  _ ----— ------------------------  • ft  Ora ry (67 )
”Z to  yU CflO y
where
m  fe4 '
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9 • 7 • General Solution
The most general solution must contain all 
possible modes * thus
oo
-i r
o/~ ^aC>
<50
cJc*r>V-+L$ /i _
+ / “  jLj o C o  q sj £
1 - *
♦Z>
f= -<*>
( e < 6 ~ Lg) dy c*raf y 6 j> CVjt-J P-/-
(f>8)
Similar expressions can be derived for the other components.
To enable the evaluation of the constants 
■firnmr boundary conditions are required. It would therefore 
be necessary to state the actual field distribution at the
boundary instead of, as in section 9*3, the voltage and 
current.
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It Is seen from equation (68) that three 
different types of wave may propagate along the coile 
There are the natural helix modes which, for the infinite 
line, travel along the conductors with the velocity of 
light. Then there are the two wave guide modes, which 
may propagate along the axis with phase velocities greater 
than that of light, or which may be attenuated,,
The possibility of these modes being present is 
dependent entirely on the type and position of the source. 
In a waveguide, for example, the source Is so arranged 
that only one particular type of mode is generated, while, 
in the transformer, there is no attempt made to generate 
any particular type of mode.
This particular problem has not been thoroughly 
examined yet, but some points of interest will be given. 
Assuming that the source is connected between the core 
and the coil, then it should follow that the total axial 
current flowing in the coil should equal the axial current 
In the core. This means that the integral of the magnetic 
field fly round the core surface will equal the integral 
of the same field round the coil surface. It therefore 
follows from equation (31) for Uy that propagation cannot 
exist solely in the natural helix mode, since the field
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components of that mode vary hyperbolic ally in the y 
direction* At low frequencies, this variation will be 
very small (for ^-0 (a - <T£UvV ) and propagation will 
be largely in these natural modes, but as the frequency 
increases, to satisfy the field requirements, the other 
modes will become important*
This would appear to give a satisfactory 
explanation of the distribution of voltage along a coil 
subject to a steep fronted surge. The high frequency 
components present in the surge travel along the coil as 
fast attenuated waves while the low frequency components 
travel in the natural modes along the coil conductors,
Another important case might be when the 
connection to the core is made at some point along the 
winding. This means that no current can flow in the 
core at the point Z-o , and so W 2 = Hy ~o at that 
point, Again, the presence of the waveguide modes is 
necessary to fulfil the above requirement.
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Conclusions
-he Kirchhoff equations do not provide a complete 
solution to the problem unless certain unjustifiable 
assumptions are made regarding the nature of the coupling. 
The arbitrary nature of the solution and that obtained 
using the complete circuit equations can only be resolved 
by consideration of the source, and for this purpose, the 
replacement of the coil by a sheath seems justifiable.
2* There are three types of modes which can exist
in a helical structure
(a) Natural helix modes. These result from 
the periodic nature of the coil and are independent of 
the position of the core* They correspond to the T E M  
modes in ordinary waveguide theory, but they differ in 
that there is a field variation between the coil and core.
(b) The two waveguide modes. These correspond 
to the ordinary TE and TM waveguide modes* In this case, 
however, the principal mode becomes the natural helix mode*
It appears important, to control the way in which 
the signal is applied to the coil, i.e* the factors Vo^] 
and I0(oO., since it affects the voltage distribution.
4 o it would appear that in a helical structure, with
the source connected as in a transformer, all modes must
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be present to satisfy the requirements at the boundaries. 
Further, that the waveguide modes, which apparently become 
important at high frequencies, produce voltage distributions 
which might explain the attenuated instantaneous 
distribution often recorded.
5* It will, of course, be necessary to examine this
theoretical problem in greater detail* At the same time, 
experimental data on ideal coils would be very useful, 
considering the effect of the source, of frequency and 
the load, on the voltage distributions*
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS TO PART II
The problems tackled in Part II, of this thesis 
have shown the value of a fundamental approach using 
Maxwell !s equations.
The selection of particular problems under 
ideal conditions, although not immediately of any 
practical value, does lead to a better understanding of 
the nature of wave propagation in the particular element.
In these problems, in which physical assumptions 
are often made to facilitate the analysis, it is necessary 
to obtain experimental evidence.
The cable' problem may be said to be completely 
understood although the investigation of the proximity 
effect was not rigorous.
It has appeared from the analysis of the 
transformer, that the sheath model preserves all the 
important features of the single layer coil, and since 
this problem can be tackled rigorously from a mathematic al 
point of view, the detailed results which may be obtained 
will be of great value.
To provide a comprehensive solution to the
18 4
generator problem from a rigorous analysis using Maxwell’s 
equations, will be a difficult task and perhaps the only 
practical method of solution will be to use the circuit 
equations, as in the work of Robinson. The analysis 
given here should then help in the evaluation of the circuit 
constants.
The extension of Bergeron’s graphical method to 
the solution of the problems of wave propagation In wave­
guides, and perhaps even the sheath model of the transformer, 
seems possible.
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APPENDIX 1 
Recovery Voltage Inductor (R.V.I.)54
The R.V.I. has proved a very useful Instrument 
in the study of switching transients. The method is to 
record, on an oscilloscope, the voltage response to a 
periodic current surge, since this voltage, according to 
Thevenin1s theorem, will correspond to the recovery 
voltage. The time base of the oscilloscope is synchronised 
with the current surges so that a standing pattern is 
obtained.
54-This particular R.V.I. Is a modification and
development of the instrument proposed by S.Y. King®®,
the triode valve of the new injection circuit, Pig* 72,
replacing a diode. The triode acts as a switch, so that
half sine waves of current are injected into the system
under test at a rate of 50 per second. Further, with
to
the application of a negative pulseAthe grid of the triode, 
the current wave can be chopped at any point, and so 
current" chopping conditions can be studied. The maximum 
current this instrument can inject has a peak value of 
0.055 amps.
When recording transients of recovery voltage on
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the cable transformer system described in Chapter 3, the 
oscillations were not completely damped out by the time 
the next half sine wave was injected, and the resultant 
voltage transient was difficult to analyse Fig., 7a. To 
overcome this difficulty, the duration of the negative chop 
applied to grid of the triode was extended so that every 
alternate half sine wave was blocked, and the transient 
at the beginning of the half sine wave could be examined, 
Fig. 7b.
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APPENDIX 2 
Recurrent Surge Oscillograph^
This particular R.S.O. can generate impulse 
waves and short duration pulses with a repetition rate 
of 50 per second. The cathode ray tube being triggered 
at the same rate, these surges, or the response of any 
network to them, are displayed as standing waves. The 
basic impulse generator circuit is shown in Pig. 73.
The capacitor is first charged with the thyration 
non-conducting (in this case, a hydrogen thyration), and 
then discharged through it when a positive pulse is 
applied to its grid. The voltage between the terminals 
A and B is then given approximately by the difference of 
two exponential curves, and its shape can be altered by 
varying the values of Rx, Rg, and G . The wave can 
be chopped to represent the chopping of a lightning surge.
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APPENDIX 5
Bergeron*s graphical solution 
of wave problems
1* Bergeron1 s graphical method^ for the solution
of the wave equation under transient, conditions has been 
found of considerable value in the analysis of the 
response of distributed networks to surges. In this 
appendix a short account will be given of the method, 
its applications and possible development. This will 
be followed by a short description of each surge diagram 
presented in this thesis.
Along a transmission line it can be shown 
that the voltage and current are given respectively by 
the sum and difference of two waves
t = F(ac4 V O  + C, C x - V i }  (1)
i  = | [ f « + V O  - q ( * - V O ]  (2)
where F and G are waves travelling in the opposite 
direction with the velocity V. Adding and then 
subtracting these equations gives
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= Z F C r + v t ) .  (3)
e + 2.A =  Z Q C - x - V i )  (4j
so that at all points and times given by ac -v V-fc .=. o
and at all points and times given by ac— V-i ■=■ o
e + z i  ^ Cjs^toj^JL (6)
The following interpretation may be given. If 
an imaginary observer, who can measure the instantaneous 
voltage and current on the line, moves in a positive 
direction with velocity V, then equation (5) is always 
satisfied, and similarly, equation (6) is satisfied for 
an observer moving in a negative direction. Therefore, 
on a voltage and current graph the point corresponding
to a forward moving observer is to be found on the
-foiT a_
straight line C + 'Z-i- C while thatAnegatively moving 
observer will be found on the line . These
lines are called surge lines and are completely determined 
if the values of voltage and current, at the points from 
which the observers depart, are known. A simple example 
will show how this may be applied.
The problem is to determine the transient
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condition on a line terminated by a non-linear resistance, 
and fed by a constant voltage supply, Pig. 74 . On a
voltage-current graph the boundary conditions at the 
ends k and E, Fig. 74, are, respectively, a line 
representing the constant voltage source, and the 
resistance characteristic. It is assumed that the switch 
is closed at time zero, that the propagation time along 
the cable is unity, and that X  increases positively 
from k to P.
At time -1 an observer is assumed to leave the 
end A and travel towards P, reaching P just as the switch 
is closed. On the voltage-current graph this is 
represented by a line of slope -~z_ passing through the 
point (-1 4) and crossing the resistance curve at the 
point OP, which gives the voltage and current at P 
immediately the switch is closed. The wave is reflected 
and travels back to A. This is represented by a line 
with slope +Z passing through the point OF. Continuing 
this construction results in the surge diagram from 
which the voltage-time graph of the voltage across the 
resistance may be drawn.
The response of lumped capacitance or inductance 
is found approximately by changing the differential 
equations, involved in them voltage current relationships,
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to difference equations. They can then be treated as
distributed lines, the capacitance as an open circuited
line, the inductance as a short circuited line. k certain
suitable propagation time T is chosen and the surge
__ L
impedance for the inductance is given by £ = ^  and for
T
the capacitance -2. - c
Losses in a line may be accounted for by the 
inclusion of lumped resistances or, more simply, assuming 
the line distortionless, by a method suggested by Satche 
and Grossed* They have also shown how the method may 
be used to investigate the dynamic behaviour of an arc, 
and^to take account of the mutual inductance of a three 
phase line.
2. The extension of the method to the solution of
the general wave equation for the electromagnetic field.
It is suggested that the method just described 
could be extended to solve graphically the problem.of 
surges in waveguides.
Maxwell’s equations for a homogeneous isotropic 
lossless dielectric are
blf
Vx E + /  M  = ° (V)
&E
V *  » -  e j f l  = ° (8)
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It can be shown that the rectangular components
of the electric and magnetic fields satisfy the wave 
equation
where £ - = velocity of wave propagation in
the dielectric.
The solution of the wave equation may be written 
in the form
Adding and subtracting the equations (11) and
(12) gives
Theae equations correspond to equations (3) and (4) , 
and so it should be possible to plot surge dia grams 
of E and H i^e field vectors .
(9)
(10)
where f Z*
Hence
E = P(r+c-n + ccec-O
(11)
and from equation (8)
(12)
where
E + 2 0 • V  x H -
(13).
E -  Z 0 V x  W = Clf-ct) (14)
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Short descriptions of the Surge Diagrams.
Pig. 81 shows the response to a half sine 
current wave of the cable with a three phase short at the 
remote end, and with a capacitance at the near end. In 
the surge diagram the losses have been neglected. The 
boundary conditions are as follows
At the end A the current is the known sinusoidal 
input.
At the end B there is a short and so the voltage 
there is always zero.
Since no electron current can flow through the 
capacitance its boundary must lie on the voltage 
axis.
Unit time is chosen as the propagation time 
of the cable, and the propagation time of the capacitance 
is taken as l/lO of this. The voltage time graph shows 
the voltage at A determined from the surge diagram, the 
measured transient, and the transient ^hich was derived 
for the line with no capacitance. In this case, the 
propagation value used was derived from the frequency of 
the measured transient and is greater than the actual value.
' The surge diagram in Fig. 82 shows the response 
of the same cable capacitance network to a chopped half
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sine wave. The boundary conditions at B and C are the 
same as in Fig. 81. In this case the losses of the 
line are included, the decrement factor used being 
determined from the decrement of the measured transients. 
The voltage-time curve shows the voltage at A found from 
the surge diagram, the measured transient, and also that 
derived for the line without the capacitance.
The value of this graphical method Is illustrated 
in the derivation of this initial capacitance value. By 
a graphical process of trial and error, the value was 
readily fbund which produced a curve almost coinciding with 
the measured transient.
Fig. 83 shows the recovery voltage at the circuit
breaker when the current has been chopped. In this case
the boundary conditions are as follows*
At A the current is a chopped half sine wave.
At D and E the voltage is zero.
The propagation times of the cable AB and BC
differed slightly. To draw a surge diagram with these 
values would be very involved, and so the value of TgQ 
was made equal to T ^  and an adjustment made to the surge
impedance .
An alteration of the propagation time, since
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T = /LO, means an alteration in the values of L, or C, or 
both. Since the capacitance of the cable is the important 
parameter it is kept constant, and L altered to a new 
value given by
T* 2
where is the new value of the inductance and the 
new time. This alteration of inductance produces an 
alteration of the surge impedance, and the new value is
z:,. J W -1  - f  z
The voltage-time curve shows the voltage derived 
from the surge diagram, that derived neglecting the losses, 
and the measured voltage.
Pig. 84 shows the response of the generator 
winding, considered as a distributed line, to an impulse.
The boundary conditions are:
At A the voltage is the impulse voltage shown in 
the volt age-time diagram.
At B the current is zero since the end is open circuited„
The voltage-time graph shows the voltage at the 
open circuited end of the line.
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APPENDIX 4 
The extension of Gosland* s analysis11
The evaluation of the cable surge impedance 
according to the method outlined by Gosland11 is a tedious 
process. The impedance derived here is a closed 
expression from which the variation can be derived 
directly.
Considering the case of two single phase cables, 
as shown in Fig. 21, it is assumed that the bonds are 
close enough to be able to assume that there is no 
electric field between the sheaths. (In the diagram 
the distance between the sheaths has been exaggerated).
Gosland showed that a current i flowing in the 
core induces an electromotive force in the sheath circuit 
such that
cl'*1 d S) .*
M  Z l = Jk + 2 ** * t1 )
where i = current in core
i = current in sheaths
s
y\ = mutual inductance be tween- 
core and sheath circuits 
L$ = inductance of sheath to sheath 
circuit
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and = resistance of each sheath
Now, considering the application of a ramp function
A. s Ah g^j
e qu ati on (1) be c ome s
i ^
which has a solution'
M- / " tt ‘ -t s
•*s = 2fc*  ^ 6 ) C-3)
Now, since the sheaths are concentric with the cores
M = I— s (4)
T;he voltage at the input to the cores is given by
«£0 « Lc % «- - M 3rk% (5)
where L_c = inductance of core to core 
circuit
l?c = resistance of each core 
This equation becomes for X =• A't
mrt ~ r s^
«Cf> * k A 4 2 Qc U  - yv\. T, «
so that the inductive impedance is given by
e(fl U  Ls -
•x(-0 = <(+•>= -t * 4 € ‘ (6)
So far, no account has been taken of the cable 
capacitance. The equivalent circuit of the cable may be
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represented as an inductance and capacitance in parallel. 
Assuming that a linear current 6-fc flows through the
capacitance then since  ^-c.oU - u  c
If it Is assumed that there is no initial change, 
I.e. K = o , then the admittance
ij-n zc
= 0C4') = -L
Hence, the surge impedance is given by
(7)
(8)
(9)
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APPENDIX 5
The inclusion of the instrument terminal, 
capacitances In the determination of 
transformer self capacitance
When measurements with the R.V.I. and bridge 
circuits are made on apparatus which has a large 
capacitance to earth it may be necessary to include the 
instrument terminal capacitances. In the case considered 
here, measurements were made to determine the transformer 
self capacitance for the first phase to clear a three 
phase unearthed fault. The instrument is therefore 
connected between the points a and b, Fig. 75.
The instrument output has a certain capacitance
to earth which can be represented by the mesh circuit
shown in Fig. 76. With the additional capacitance C-^
connected across the terminals, as described In Qh»';2 the
equivalent circuit of the transformer and instrument can
be taken as that shown in Fig. 77 where CQ is the self
the
capacitance per phase and L i/p inductance per phase of the 
transformer coil. Since the transient voltage was of 
essentially a single frequency, it is therefore permissible 
to r eplace and Cc by
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c'c = i  c c k + o
Cb‘ = i Cc' = i (cb+ Cc^
so that the circuit of Fig.77i reduces to the simple circuit 
Fig.77ii where
c' = | CC.4 O  4 C* 4 C,
By measuring the parameters C^, C-^ and Cc for the RJolo 
and Signal Generator, it is possible then to determine 
the transformer self capacitance.
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APPENDIX 6
The surge Impedances for different fault 
conditions on a double circuit line 
with earth wire protection
In this analysis, based on the analysis in
Surge Phenomena*^, p.178, it is assumed that the
conductivity of the conductors and earth is infinite.
" 1 1  1 
Let 1 , 2 ,  .........8 be to the images of
the lines 1, 2,  ......  8, lines 7 and 8 being the earth
wires. The voltages and conductors of all conductors
must satisfy the matrix equation
= [Z] GO (i)
where (e) and (i) are column matrices of the voltages 
and currents at any section of the line, and [Z] ia a 
symmetrical square matrix of rank 8, of the self and 
mutual surge impedances with
z f f . = to ^  tr
(2)
Zrg = 4o
where r - r^ is the distance between the conductor r and 
its image r^, and r - s-*- the distance between conductor r
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and the image of conductor s.
Since conductors 7 and 8 are earthed at every 
tower, it can be assumed that e^ and eg are zero at all
points along the line,,
(a) Earth fault on conductor 1.
For an earth fault on conductor 1, one can
write
so that from the matrix equation (1)
= 2,4.1 - Z n  4, *7 — ”Z#Sr
0 = Z,7-i, - Z77 n “ Z,r -i* (3)
O = Z|7 -* I — ~ Z 7y -iy
The surge impedance is given by £  =• so
from (3)
_ (ZifV Zgg -*• (Zg|) Z77 ~ % Z7/Zg/Zg-7
= " ”  z 77 Z»r - ( Z S7f
For a single earth wire, say 7, this becomes
z,= z„ -
z 4
‘J (5)
z77
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(b) Phase 1 opening a phase to phase earth fault 
on conductors 1 and 2.
In this case ~ * J-s = ~ ° >
and so
z = \  = z„ -  2, / ^ - .  -  z 7l £  -  z „  z* (6>
where the three current ratios can be found from a 
solution of the equations
Z„_ i + Z„„ j. •+ Zz% z, - Z«,
.. (7>
Z 7l J  + Z . „  Z  + Z 1% 4, = 2 n
: Z * , £  = z g,
(c) Phase 1-clearing a three phase to earth fault
The conditions are ^  =• ^s~a <^b ~° so
7 = 7 = 7 _7 -  _ 7 -  7 -  - Z  -  (8)
‘ *1 f'l <, *1 <*, ” £-1\jCx 4./
where the current ratios are found from
it *7 7^
Z1 ■ * ,
+
2 ”7
< * +
1
* 7
“ 7  * i j
X , 4 - Z  t  *
7  “I2 7  — s 7 ~ +37 >C,
*7
r  - Z
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xz I7 7  J __ 7
^ ”^ *7 *7 4!| L ~ lZ  'i.i ~l Im
*3. X, 4/z,. 2  + z -  V  * 7 «  *  • z "
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APPENDIX 7
The evaluation of the input impedance
of the generator from measurements 
using a * Qf meter
The basic circuit of the meter is shown in 
Pig, 78. If a voltage e Is injected at the resonant 
frequency into the series circuit, the voltage V developed 
across the circuit will be approximately,
€ coL
v - i r+"?c
The magnification factor of the complete circuit 
is the ratio of the developed voltage V to the injected 
e.m.f. e, that is
0 = V/e
_ J ____
= * « • . £ ?  
lO L_ lO L
i.e. J_ . -L
_L X
Q l <3c
Q  ~  +  O c
The circuit used in the measurement of the input 
impedance of the generator is that shown in Pig® 79. The 
first measurement was made with the points a.b. short 
circuited. was adjusted until the point of resonance
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was reached,, Since the losses in and G are small, then
Now with the generator connected, and C-*- adjusted to a
new resonance point the value of Q is given by 
_L _ JL j_ _L ■ JL
~ Ou '* Q c = <3, 4 <3c
i.e. 0  Q * (1)
Q <- = 0 , - 0 ,
is also defined as
n __ series resistance of a m  db
'He ** — ... " —
series resistance of a m  db
Xjt (2)
£<»U
Now, it can be shown that, if the generator is 
represented as a resistance R and capacitance C in series
t -* f y  t3>
V
clb M C  t, (4)
where rr r r r 1^ c . Co C.^
V - ----  •) IC, - ------- ;--  .
' ’ c„+c *• cca + c0c;+c,v
Substituting (1), (3) and (4) in (2) get
f7 _ _£i__~ Q .f'>, (5)
co K, ^  G1,0,
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CofCo + C,'- C,‘)
C = --- ;---- ;--------------- Co)
C - C'~.Z I
If the Input impedance of the generator winding
1 1  1 1  Is inductive then "y C% , and at resonance C-j_ « Cg .
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APPENDIX 8
The current distribution in a generator lamination
The ideal generator structure shorn in Pig. 28 
is assumed.' It has already been shown in Chapter 7 that 
for the frequency range considered, there is a negligible 
variation of current density round the surface of the 
lamination slot, and that between the points a and b,
Pig. 28, the current density varies from the surface as 
£ ^  where hji uy^cr * These conditions .will be assumed 
in the following analysis.
The problem is, therefore, to find the current 
distribution within the metal slab, Pig .338, subject to 
the conditions described above. In Fig. 80 the lamination 
has been redrawn and different coordinates: used. The 
joint between the lamination and the core is assumed to 
be perfect, and the core is considered as extending to 
infinity.
It is assumed that the current variation in the 
Z direction is zero so that the current distribution is 
found from a solution of the equation
6 i t -i ^
+ S y 1 = - i uV ' ‘r 4> (1)
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where = permeability of the metal
<T = conductivity of metal
and (j> represents any of the rectangular components
of the current density*
The solution must satisfy the following boundary
conditions
- K * - 0
Considering the component it is obvious from the
boundary conditions that it is an odd function of y, and
so it is therefore only necessary to consider the section
O ^ V < a  knowing that at y = 0, -lyio. Since the
values of the function -X% are known at y = 0, CL and
x = 0, ^  the differential equation (1) can be solved by
applying a finite Fourier sine transform in the y direction,
and a Fourier sine transform in the x direction.
a oo
i.e. <£ (k.lO = ( ^  <(>
O O
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and by the Fourier inversion theorem
oO
o
The terms 
a 66
h
-  dv-cU. = k. G M  - k  (6)
fix1- *- ' Y=o
r  ®and
a «> z
<5y2 <*
* o
K.TT
1
y-o
In this case
"  ot { P 5 W  " C4r3"'ir ^ fKA) (7)
c, (*0 = O Svwoi -t* =• O CJ X =
>-o
F (ko s ° 
y*t>
06
W<-Q -tic = o ^  V =
£ CM - \ PC*) SvucL* rf*
ys«u
and
p oo = jr - o  < % <c t>
o t > c. X L. °°
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1  /
So that F = K  Orakb)
Multiplying equation (1) by Sim. —  y  Sam. kx and integrating 
therefore gives
~  k *  I  -  I z V  §  -  z  < *> **  £  ( i - c * u o  -  = o
i.e.
  I - Cats U. bW.f| y  --------------
<$(«., IO = " -  T c^M-TT k ( ^ +lKI|\ (8)
Expanding the E.H.S. and setting ^  ^*"+ I3*
•X , .. KTT JcwkTT f Cokfc, L  ko r » k k  k  7
I c - ,k l  = ; y {  X  - k - k ^ T V i S v j -
Using the inversion theorem, equation (5)
oo
2 7* (Vir ^ K i p
= ir L { ° -  f 1 ^  V *
1
oo
X  f  f  C r a M b  _  -i- k  Otrr> k b
L  ~  ^  ~  k %  r
+ J kx cU
These sine integrals are tabulated in a book by 
52Bateman and are :
(8a)
(9)
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-f Ck^
Csokb
k
o o C * C. b 
b C * C ®°
j_
k T/2
k C<sa kL 
k24 % Z
- ^ IT €~ 1 X O C f .  Ch.
- u
4 -L TT 6 C ua-Jv. \  b b Cx £ L
k 1* F  €
therefore, in the region O  < x
cj>C*)Y) =• ^  (-1 + 6 SwUAjTx- 6  ) W ^ ' y  Oo
i *
Now fZ_  ^ -if ^ *“4 | u>yk (T
-  s’
Taking >  =
3oo x o -- 12.17* x JO
cr = '°7 ir/„
a  = 2-fJj x 10
then € = (  t\. Q - f H  * I O * -+ j l+J * l i b  t ID**}
It follows, therefore, that in equation (10), 
unless f or ' 3c o and *x °<* the expression
- 4b • ~ 5* \
/ 4  £  S v ' - v l v  ^  X .  —  €  j  •— '“ * »  I
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and so, in the region OO *  <£. fc> f except very near the 
limits oc s o j b , equation (10) can be written
Oo
If one writes 
a
a
l
a
then integrating by parts
X  =  -  dj. f>d Cats h. K +  ^  X " ,
T- a b rand r 4 =• - X,
Eliminating from these two equations gives 
^  ~ £a. . Or»KTi
‘ / K l T v i -/ IM  * ,1
C?) + /=>
^  - C O M  (13)
Making use of the Fourier sine inversion theorem, one may
write this result in the form
oo
h = z! ri ^  ^ v 
1
so that oo
*>7*" r JL c ’ ---- Ej _ —  7 ~~ CrsH. JT y-n SiA"L -r- w
^C^vJa. jo& I ^  ^  ( 1 4 : )
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So, therefore, equation (11) becomes
Suvlv. j®'~|
<15>
which is the result obtained previously.
This confirms that the current divider, and that 
the disturbance caused by the change in current direction 
only appears at the end of the lamination snd close to the 
3oint between it and the core. For a complete solution 
it would be necessary to determine the component .
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TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE OF POWER SYSTEMS
DIAGRAMS,
PART 3 
OSCILLOGRAMS AND GRAPHS
(b>
Fig* 1* Transient voltage response of cable to 
half sin© current wave
( a) with no chop 
(b) with chop.
T  = propagation time of cable 
Calibration oscillation ** 25 Kc/s.
r l = 0 -ll
Rl = 55 Rl rr 65
Fig. 2. Measurement of surge impedance of cable 
using R.S.O.
R-r is the variable resistance at remote end
of cable
T is the propagation time.
The calibrating frequency is ISO
(b)
Transient voltage response of transformer 
to half sine current wave
( a) with no chop
(b) math chop.
Transient current response i of transformer 
to voltage impulse e. Surge impedance 
calculated at point a.
a o R'c/s.
fig* 6* Admittance of transformar with extra capacitance C 
connected•across the terminals.
&  „ \ ^ ,1 •
5 '0 15 20 2£ K o / s
Frequency dependence- of transformer inductance 
> of the inductance at XOuOc/s►
»0
Pig. 7. Transient voltage response of system 3 
to half sine wave with
(a) Current waves injected at rate of 50/sec. 
with no chop.
(b) Current waves injected at rate of 25/sec. 
with no chop.
(c) Current chopped (faster time-base).
-Am oil f l b y
Fig.* 8*c Circuit (a) for measurement of line 
impedance&
v ol t affe
Fig* 9 * Circuit (b) for the measurement of line 
impedance ?
i
Line
R.,7.1
Fig* .10. Circuit (d) fpr the measurement of line 
impedance*.
V V ‘ * 
. v w w w w /
(e)
Pig. 11. Transient voltage response of overhead line
to half sine current wave.
(a) Unearthed fault with no chop.
(b) Unearthed fault with chop.
(c) Earthed fault with no chop,
(d) Earthed fault with no chop and capacitance
itOO ppP. connected.
(e) Earthed fault with chop.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
R = 800
700
600 
50 O 
h o c
IR = H O
Pig, 12. Measurement of surge impedance and propagation 
time of the overhead line using R.V.I. R is the variable 
resistance conne.cted across the line.
T is the propagation time of the line.
The calibrating frequency is 25 Kc/s.
o
o
3 0 4 o20IOo
i
Fig. 13* Variation of line sm'ge impedance with 
frequency*
fi of impedance at lOOOc/e*
(a) Earth return
(b) Wii^ e return*
conductor
Fig.14. Generator winding (one phase shown ),and 
si o t $
n\ 
s
0
0
0
00
0
0
<r
OM
O
o I'O
M e ■/&
Pig.15. Measured variation of generator winding 
.surge impedance* (Q meter data)
Propagation time along the generator winding 
(derived from Q meter data )
o o o  V s
stator ooil£ stator coil Position of pole*
Pig. 17* Variation of winding inductance with
rotor position.
Transient current response i of generator
to voltage impulse e . Surge impedance 
calculated at point a.
Voltage response of the open circuited 
generator winding to an impulse
(i) voltage input
(ii) voltage at the open circuited 
end of the winding.
S t and and I n dy c t o r
-A/sa
Gonerator
Fig.* 19 > Circuit; for * Q fr meter rag a guremeirt,
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Fig. 20. Apparent current distribution in slot,
(a) Source connected between, a conductor and core
(b) Source connected between two conductors
Fig. 22 Equivalent representation of cable.
Ratio of interne. 1 r'- distance + o
(1) Ratio of A.C,. resistance to B*G.resistance
Fig* 25* Ra-feiiaa of transfer resistance (1), 
and transfer reactanee (2) of a 
cylindrical shell to its IUC* resistance*
•o *ls
26 a* Real part of cable surge irapectaiiee *
o
J o
Pig. 26b.. Imaginary part of cable surge impedance.
Pig.
Fig. 28. Attenuation characteristics of cable 
due only to metal losses.
Fig* 23* Three-core coil with individual sheaths,
F i t . 30, G e lie r a tor slot
M  jL.JLJ l— l— L /  /  I JL__X
Copper
1 I L L L J. L-L
7 r ~~ l 7---1— 1--7--7
+-4
Iron.
-h~± / /
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Fit,. 31. Theoretical structure of generator.
\
Electric field at the slot mouths
Current density in the lamination
It-rrdnati :ns:
•ition of current in the laminations*
(1) u - 10GO, • a = 0.*0019em*,
(2) .u = 700, & a? 0.0019cm.,
= 107 v/m. 
= 107 v/m.
7700, a « 0.00127cm., = 10 v/a
M  ' ^  :
Current flow in generator.
I-----p.-----------_----
2
*
4-2,
3 - J l
Three wire transmission line.
NJ
 I
N
Wave guide for Z
Fig. 39. Variation-of aurge • impedance
Wave guide for Zn<«,.
gr
c
Fig.
Fig.
0.Variation of the phase velocity
41, Periodic guide and its equivalent 
circuit.
A
Frequency characteristic of 
line • < •
periodic
cut off 
freouency
Fig* 44* The complete phase velocity characteristic.
v n
Fig, 46. Ideal tr&nafonnei* core.
Fig* 47,
!
I
Coil represented as a sheath 
conducting in one direction.
Current Shee
Fig*,48*. A stack of laminations between 
two cur re nt sh e e t s .
Fig* 50.< Relative phase of lamination
current.
Laminations* (1) %  = 1000, a== 0.019 cm., a = 10 Vi,
r 7 7
%  * TOO, a -*= 0.019 cm.,, (T"^ 10 v/m, 
( u, — 700, a ^ 0*0127 cm.„ O' ~ 10 v/m.B
Fig* 49*
Vs
Modulus- of current in lamination
f a h d )
Pig® £1. Frequency characteristic of coil 
with anisotropic core®
1*0 "
O’
Fig. 52® Phase velocity characteristic of
. • • * •' o •
coil with anisotropic core*
Relative phase velocity cha 
of coil with laminated core
10 i o i o jo 10 io 10 co /s-
Pig. 5 4 . Attenuation characteristics of coil 
with laminated core.
Laminations: (1) pr = 1 0 0 0 s a = G*0 0 1 9 cm., <j = 10 ‘ v/m.
(2 ) u = 7 0 0 , a = 0 .0 0 1 9 em., <T = 1 0 7 v/m.
(3 ) jj. = 7 0 0 , a = 0.00127cm., (j- = 1 0 v/m.
0
IO
Fig. 53.
io io* to3 io* io * Fo*fc fJ)
Fig. 5 6 , Inductance character!cs of coil 
with, laminated core'.
Laminations• (1) Mr = 1000-, a = 0*0019 era.,, O' - 10 ^  ,
(2^ Mr - 700, a = 0.0019cm«y cr = 10^v/!n .
cy; Mr » 700;, a » 0.00127 c m ^  cT- 107v/n *
Fig. 5 5 . Surge impedance characteristics of coil 
wi th lamina ted core,.
/a® u> c/s.
u..i yrsLX&x 
a €ener of tea
c°i I.

Fig* 6 1 . Frequency characteristic of coil.
Fig* 62* Definition of retardation distance*
Double helical coil.
Cross section of a transformer coil 
and core indicating the range of 
interaction of the currents.

Xf V
i iu.a
-7-7— / ~ > s J g  7-ts 7 y— y  / ■ ; ■ ; 1 ^ y  /-
• C 6r-e
7-r~/
Fig.c 68*1 Equivalent coil structure*
Fig,. 69. Variation-of ©urge impedance of coil 
for natural helix modes.
• c>
71- To It age soiiree at 1 = C*
,©
X T
Crr
K * W I«, I h j e o 11 o n C i r cu it.
Fig* 73* Basic, Circuit of R*ii.CU
Fig. 74* Transient conditions on a line terminated 
by a non-linear resistance.
Fig# 75» Transformer connection^
Fig# 76. Instrument terminal capacitances.
(i)
2C.
CL
(3--
_ c/ i
bCP---
(*1;)
Fig. 77* Equivalent circuit of transformer and 
instrument.
f t . L
■o— w w  o q-
Fig. 78*. fQ* meter circuit.
Fig. 79. Circuit for measurement of generator 
impedance•
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